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On behalf of our staff, board of directors and advisory board, I would like to welcome you to the 16th edition of the 
Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival–including our second annual satellite festival at the Richmond Hill 
Centre for the Performing Arts. As always, we are so excited to bring you the best in contemporary Asian Cinema.

We bookend our festival with star-studded love stories that we can all relate to. Our Opening Night Gala film, First 
Time, directed by Han Yan, stars two of Asia’s rising young stars, Mark Chao and Angelababy, and tells the story of a 
terminally ill young girl in love who records her memories on a cassette tape when a high school crush reappears in 
her world. Closing the festival is the Korean box office hit Architecture 101, starring Han Ga-In, Uhm Tae-Woong 
and Bae Suzy in a drama about time, relationships and love.  

This year we embark on two new ventures. We are honoured to bring you Musa Syeed’s award-winning feature 
film Valley of Saints as part of our Toronto festival. This supports Reel Asian’s initiative to begin programming 
South Asian films in 2013. As part of our expanding educational initiatives, we can’t wait to unveil Unsung Voices, 
the product of an inaugural workshop for non-filmmaker youth, which reminds us how special first films are.  

In addition to our exciting cinematic lineup and new initiatives, we provide professional development opportunities 
for local and visiting directors, producers and artists. Our Industry Series–now in its seventh year–offers workshops, 
panels, salons and one-on-one sessions with experts in the field, along with the short-film/video competition So 
You Think You Can Pitch?

As Reel Asian’s Interim Executive Director, I have had big shoes to fill while Sonia Sakamoto-Jog has been on 
maternity leave. I could not have made it work without our incredible, hard-working team of staff and the board of 
directors. As well, thank you to our government liaisons, community organizations, festival sponsors and volunteers 
for your hard work and dedication. From all of us here at Reel Asian, welcome and enjoy!

Alka Sharma, Interim Executive Director

BACK: (Left to Right) Nobi Nakamura, Arthur Yeung, Louanne Chan, Chris Chin, Aram Siu Wai Collier, Michael Tjioe 
FRONT: (Left to Right): Serena lee, Jessie Lau, Henry Wong, Tina Zafreen Alam, Gina Rim, Christen Cheung, Grace Li, Alka Sharma 
Missing: Stephanie Law, Jaspreet Sandhu, Chi-Hui Yang, Anderson Le, Jenna Rodgers

We live in uncertain times. Austerity abounds, and yet filmmakers still find a way to challenge and illuminate, 
innovate and entertain. The films in this year’s festival remind us why we come together every year to celebrate 
the best in Asian film.

Our Reel Asian filmmakers take us all over the world and are presenting a greater global perspective than ever 
before, with stories from China, Hawaii, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Kashmir, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, 
the Philippines and from back home in Canada. Risking physical and emotional scars, Ron Morales and Huang Ji 
make the daring feature films Graceland and Egg and Stone, respectively. We see innovation in films like Park 
Hong-min’s 3D mystery, A Fish, Libbie Cohn and JP Sniadecki’s 75-minute one-shot People’s Park and Romeo 
Candido’s talent-rich transmedia live performance of hometown production Prison Dancer. Meanwhile, Toronto 
director Richard Fung’s food doc, Dal Puri Diaspora, reminds us of the myriad ways that we all define our sense 
of home.    

Continuing our efforts to present media art beyond the theatre screen is a three-pronged take on Chinese visual 
culture, featuring video artist Zhou Tao’s first solo show Collectors and presentations by Hank Bull and Video 
Bureau. With our Canadian Spotlight we pull back the curtain on the intricacies of producing with award-
winning producer Michael Fukushima, who’s contributed to the art of filmmaking by guiding others in a spirit of 
collaboration. 

This program would not have been possible without the contributions of Anderson Le and Chi-hui Yang, our globe-
trotting international programming consultants; my perpetual sounding board, Programming Coordinator Serena 
Lee; our wonderful programming teams; and the Reel Asian staff. It is truly a special program, and it could not have 
been accomplished without their input and hard work. 

A film festival cannot exist if there aren’t filmmakers bold enough to dare. It also cannot exist without our amazing 
audience and the community, willing to support these efforts. I hope that filmmakers and audiences can continue 
to enjoy each other together. Happy festival!   

Aram Siu Wai Collier, Director of Programming
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3TOrONTO VENUE mAP & TiCkETiNg

sCrEEning & industry VEnuEs

1.  Isabel Bader Theatre 
93 Charles St W @ Queen’s Park 
416-585-4498  7♿(⠿)2⚇

2.  TIFF Bell Lightbox 
350 King St W @ John 
416-599-8433  ♿⠿⚇

3.  Innis Town Hall 
2 Sussex Ave @ St. George 
416-946-7066 6♿6⚇

4.  AGO Jackman Hall 
317 Dundas St W @ McCaul St 
416-979-6660 x467 6♿⠿6⚇

5.  The Royal Theatre 
608 College St @ Clinton 
416-466-4400 4♿2⚇

6.  University College 
15 King’s College Circle, 
University of Toronto 
416-979-2500 1♿1⚇

7.  No One Writes To The Colonel 
460 College St @ Bathurst 
416-928-6777 (♿)⚇

sPECial EVEnts VEnuEs

8.  Crown Princess 
1033 Bay St, S of St. Mary 
416-923-8784 ♿⚇

9.  The Monarch Festival Hub 
12 Clinton St, S of College 
416-531-5833 (♿)⚇

10.  Bar Italia 
582 College St @ Clinton 

416-535-3621 (♿)⚇

gallEry VEnuEs

11.  TPW R&D 
1256 Dundas St W @ Dovercourt 
416-645-1066 (♿)⚇

12.  East Gallery 
334 Dundas St W, E of Beverley 
416-705-4331

adVanCE Box oFFiCE

13.  T.O. Tix 
Yonge-Dundas Square 
416-536-6468 x40 ♿⚇

aCCommodations

14.  Annex Quest House 
83 Spadina Rd @ Kendal 
416-922-1934

15.  Super 8 Toronto City Centre 
222 Spadina Ave @ Sullivan 
647-426-8118 (♿)

16.  Metropolitan Hotel 
108 Chestnut St, S of Dundas 
416-977-5000 (♿)

Before The fesTival 
•  Online sales begin October 9 through reelasian.com (powered by 

TicketWeb). Online sales continue during the festival (see below).

•  Walk-up sales begin at 12:00 PM on October 10 – November 3 through  
T.O. Tix at Yonge-Dundas Square (open Tuesdays through Saturdays,  
12:00 PM-6:00 PM).  For future-day tickets during the festival, see below.

•  Charge-by-phone: 1-888-222-6608 beginning 6:00 PM on October 9 until 
November 5. Phone sales continue during the festival (see below).

•  Group Sales available by calling 416-703-9333 between 10:00 AM and 
6:00 PM on weekdays. No pre-arranged group sales during the festival. 
Last day for group sales November 2.

During The fesTival
FuturE-day tiCkEts 

•  Online sales through reelasian.com until 11:55 PM on the day before the show.

•  Walk-up sales (cash only) at the Future-Day Sales Desk at each venue, 
starting one hour before the first show of the day at the following venues: 
Innis Town Hall, November 7 & 8; Jackman Hall, November 8; Royal 
Cinema, November 11 & 12–this desk closes 20 minutes after start of the 
last show of the day. Jackman Hall only sells future-day tickets for shows 
screening at that venue.

•  Charge by phone: 1-888-222-6608 until the day before the show.

samE-day tiCkEts 

• Available one hour before the screening.

•  Walk-up sales at each venue (cash only). Same-day tickets are only sold 
for that venue’s shows.

tiCkEts & PassEs:     rEgular  disCount 
PriCE PriCE*

Regular & Youth Screenings $12 $10 

Opening Night Gala (incl party) $20 $15 

Closing Night Gala (incl party) $15 $12 

Centrepiece Presentation $15 $12 

Festival Pass $80 $65 

Industry Series Pass $40 $36 

4-Pack (no galas or centrepiece, in advance only) $36 $30

*Discount applies to students (with valid current ID), seniors over 65 (no ID required) or 
volume sales (more than 10 tickets to any one show). All ticket and pass item sales are final–
no refunds or exchanges.  Admission to all events is subject to availability. For pass items, 
please see the back of the pass for additional terms & conditions specific to their use.
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4♿  fully accessible/4 seats available

2(♿)  partially accessible/2 seats 
available

 ⠿ braille throughout venue

(⠿) limited braille at venue

2⚇  seating available for 2 support 
persons

All our venues welcome service animals and guide dogs. Films not in English are 
presented with English subtitles. For more information on accessibility, please visit our 
website, email access@reelasian.com, or call 416-703-9333.
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08
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09
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11
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SAT
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SCREENING

SPECIAL EVENT

SCREENING

INDUSTRY SERIES

SCREENING

INDUSTRY SERIES

INDUSTRY SERIES

SCREENING

SPECIAL EVENT

INDUSTRY SERIES

7:00 PM - 9:30 PM
Isabel Bader Theatre
OPeNINg NIghT gala:  
FIRST TIME (P.11)

9:00 PM - 12:30 aM
Crown Princess
TORONTO OpeNiNg NighT gala paRTy
(P.11)

7:15 PM - 8:45 PM
Innis Town hall
shOrTs PreseNTaTION: 
ONCE LOST, NOW FOUND (P.15)

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM 
Innis Town hall 
CDN ARTIST SPOTLIGHT: 
MICHAEL FUKUSHIMA (P.13)

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 
agO Jackman hall
YOUTh shOrTs PreseNTaTION:
IT’S NOT WHAT YOU THINK (P.19)

7:00 PM - 9:15 PM
rIChMOND hIll CeNTre FOr The PerFOrMINg arTs
rIChMOND hIll OPeNINg NIghT:
FLOATING CITY (P.55)

1:30 PM - 3:15 PM
rIChMOND hIll CTr FOr The PerFOrMINg arTs 
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
CHA CHA FOR TWINS (P.56)

4:00 PM - 6:15 PM
rIChMOND hIll CeNTre FOr The PerFOrMINg arTs
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
THE WOODSMAN AND THE RAIN (P.57)

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
rIChMOND hIll CeNTre FOr The PerFOrMINg arTs

rIChMOND hIll ClOsINg NIghT:
THE FRUIT HUNTERS (P.58)

7:40 PM - 9:30 PM 
Innis Town hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
EGG AND STONE (P.24)

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
agO Jackman hall
shOrTs PreseNTaTION:
UNSUNG VOICES (P.23)

5:40 PM - 7:15 PM  
Innis Town hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS (P.21)

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM  
agO Jackman hall
YOUTh shOrTs PreseNTaTION:
ESCAPE OR REALITY  (P.29)

11:00 aM - 12:00 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
SCRIPTWRITING  
MASTERCLASS (P.60)

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
MASTER CLASS: 
DAVID WU TAI-WAI (P.60)

11:00 PM - 12:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
(P.60)

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
No One Writes to the Colonel
SPEED DATING
(P.61)

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
BUSiNeSS & legal 
MaSTeRClaSS (P.60)

12:00 PM - 1:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
SCRIPTWRITING WORKSHOP (P.60)

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
GET YOUR FILM TO MARKET (P.60)

5:30 PM - 8:00 PM 
TPW r&D
eXhIBITION & reCePTION
COLLECTOR(S) (P.62)

10:30 PM - 2:00 aM
Bar Italia
TORONTO CLOSING NIGHT GALA PARTY
(P.53)

11:00 aM - 12:00 PM 
No One Writes to the 
Colonel
aRTiST Talk:  
kiM kyUNg-MOOk (P.60)

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
RENAISSANCE FILMMAKERS (P.60)

7:00 PM - 8:30 PM 
TIFF Bell lightbox 
CINeMaTheQUe Free sCreeN: 
IT MAY bE THAT...MASAO ADACHI (P.14)

9:15 PM - 11:30 PM
Innis Town hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION: 
STATELESS THINGS (P.17)

1:30 PM - 3:00 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel
BUSiNeSS & legal 
WORkShOp (P.60)

8:00 PM - 10:30 PM 
agO Jackman hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
LUNG NEAW VISITS HIS NEIGHbOURS (P.25)

9:55 PM - 11:30 PM 
Innis Town hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
GRACELAND (P.27)

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
University College (U of T) 
QUEER FILM
(P.61)

4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
No One Writes to the Colonel
MEET MARKET
(P.61)

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
east gallery
VIDeO leCTUre & reCePTION: 
AUTUMN COLOURS AFTER ZHAO MENGFU (P.63)

6:45 PM - 8:15 PM  
The royal
CeNTrePIeCe PreseNTaTION:
PRISON DANCER  (P.30)

7:00 PM - 8:30 PM  
agO Jackman hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
PEOPLE’S PARK  (P.31)

8:00 PM - 2:00 aM 
Monarch Festival hub
PRISON DANCER KARAOKE AFTERPARTY (P.30)

8:45 PM - 10:45 PM  
The royal
sPeCIal PreseNTaTION:
VALLEY OF SAINTS  (P.33)

9:00 PM - 10:15 PM  
agO Jackman hall
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
HOMETOWN bOY  (P.35)

11:00 PM - 12:45 aM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
TATSUMI  (P.37)

11:45 aM - 1:45 PM  
The royal
3D FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
A FISH  (P.39)

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM 
Venue TBa
TRANSMEDIA WORLD EXPRESS  
(P.61)

2:15 PM - 4:00 PM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
THE MIRROR NEVER LIES  (P.41)

2:30 PM - 4:00 PM 
Venue TBa
3D FOR REAL 
(P.61)

4:30 PM - 6:00 PM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
DAL PURI DIASPORA  (P.43)

4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 
Venue TBa
CO-PRODUCTIONS:  
ASIA & NORTH AMERICA (P.61)

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
Monarch Festival hub
RUM ‘N’ ROTI LIME 
(DAL PURI DIASPORA RECEPTION) (P.43)

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
JAKE SHIMAbUKURO  (P.45)

8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 
Monarch Festival hub
REEL ASIAN UKULELE JAM
(P.45)

8:15 PM - 10:15 PM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
THE WOLF CHILDREN  (P.47)

9:30 PM - 2:00 aM 
Monarch Festival hub
MUsIC NIghT & FUNDraIser: 
LIVE ON FOUR STRINGS presented by TORONTOUKES & CORKTOWN UKE JAM (P.45)

10:45 PM - 12:50 aM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
COLD STEEL  (P.49)

11:00 aM - 12:30 PM 
The royal
SO YOU THINK YOU CAN PITCH?
LIVE FINALE (P.61)

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM  
The royal
FeaTUre PreseNTaTION:
SEEKING ASIAN FEMALE  (P.50)

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel 
INDUSTRY SERIES RECEPTION
(P.61)

3:00 PM - 4:45 PM  
The royal
shOrTs PreseNTaTION:
HARD LOOK  (P.51)

5:15 PM - 7:15 PM  
The royal
OMNIBUs PreseNTaTION:
10+10  (P.52)

8:15 PM - 10:45 PM  
The royal
TOrONTO ClOsINg NIghT gala & aWarDs:
ARCHITECTURE 101  (P.53)



6 SPONSOrS

governmenT funDers

fesTival major sponsors

fesTival supporTing anD special sponsors

fesTival premier sponsors

meDia sponsors

Pantone version

CMYK version

Black & White version

HAROLD 
GREENBERG 
FUND
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fesTival awarDs

hospiTaliTY sponsors

inDusTrY series  inDusTrY sponsors
leaD sponsor

communiTY parTners inDex

HAROLD 
GREENBERG 
FUND

SamSung audience award

All feature films are eligible for this prize

$2000 cash prize & Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1

FaSken martineau BeSt Feature Film award

All feature films are eligible for this prize

$2000 cash prize

reel aSian BeSt canadian Film or Video 
award

All Canadian works are eligible for this prize

$2000 cash prize

national Bank BeSt FirSt Feature Film award

All first feature films are eligible for this prize

$500 cash prize

animaSian award

All animated films and videos are eligible for this prize

$500 cash prize

moVieola BeSt Short Film or Video award

All short films and videos are eligible for this prize

$500 cash prize

Opportunity for broadcast on Movieola

wiFt-t award

All films made by female GTA-based artists are eligible 
for this prize

$1200 programming pass, one-year membership and 
mentorship from WIFT-T

cloSing night gala and awardS ceremony

the 2012 Festival awards will be presented 
preceding the closing night gala on nov 11. See 
page 53.

519 ChurCh Street Community Centre
the519.org

ACtrA
actratoronto.com

ASSoCiAtion of ChineSe CAnAdiAn 
entrepreneurS
acce.ca

Anime north
animenorth.com

ArirAnG KoreA SmArtphone fiLm feStivAL
facebook.com/aksff

Art toronto
tiafair.com

ASiASpLoitAtion
asiansploitation.com

the BeGuiLinG
beguiling.com

CAnAdA JApAn SoCiety
cjst.ca

CAnAdiAn Art reeL ArtiStS fiLm feStivAL
canadianart.ca

CAnAdiAn fiLmmAKerS diStriBution Centre
cfmdc.org

CAthoLiC Community ServiCeS of yorK 
reGion
ccsyr.org

ChineSe CuLturAL Centre youth ChApter
cccyc.com

ComiC BooK LounGe + GALLery
comicbooklounge.com

CorKtown uKuLeLe JAm
torontoukes.com

deLoitte
deloitte.ca

diASporA fiLm feStivAL
diasporafilmfest.com

fiLipino Centre toronto

formoSA CuLturAL SoCiety of ontArio
fcsontario.org

friGht niGht
 
GALLery 44
Gallery44.org

hArt houSe fiLm BoArd
hhfilmboard.com

hot doCS
hotdocs.ca

imAGeS feStivAL
imagesfest.com

imAGinenAtive fiLm + mediA ArtS feStivAL
imagineNATIVE.org

 
inSide out toronto LGBt fiLm And video 
feStivAL
insideout.ca

JetAA toronto
jetaatoronto.ca

JApAneSe CAnAdiAn CuLturAL Centre
jccc.on.ca

JuStinA BArniCKe GALLery
jmbgallery.ca

KApiSAnAn phiLippine Centre
kapisanancentre.com

KoLLABorAtion toronto
kollaborationto.org

KoreA touriSm orGAniZAtion
visitkorea.or.kr

KoreAn CAnAdiAn CuLturAL ASSoCiAtion
koreancentre.on.ca

LiAiSon of independent fiLmmAKerS of 
toronto
lift.ca

muLtimediA fiLm feStivAL of yorK reGion
Yorkregionfilmfestival.com

myBindi
mybindi.com

 

 
north AmeriCAn ASSoCiAtion of ASiAn 
profeSSionALS
naaaptoronto.org

north By northeASt
nxne.com

oCAd univerSity
ocadu.ca

oCtAviA fiLmS
octaviafilms.com

omeLet
theomelet.com

on riChmond hiLL
onrichmondhill.com

pAn-ASiA Student SoCiety
passuoft.com

pLAnet in foCuS
planetinfocus.org

pop! GoeS the worLd 
 
point of view mAGAZine
docorg.ca/point-view-
magazine

power unit youth orGAniZAtion
power-unit.org

reeL CAnAdA 
reelcanada.com

the reeL thinG
richmondhill.ca/reelthing

royAL ConServAtory of muSiC
rcmusic.ca

ShinSedAi CinemA feStivAL
shinsedai.ca

ShortS not pAntS
shortsnotpants.wordpress.
com

St. KittS muSiC
stkittsmusic.ca

tAiwAneSe CAnAdiAn ASSoCiAtion of 
toronto
tcatoronto.com

tAhAnAn mAGAZine
tahananmagazine.com

thAi SoCiety of ontArio
thaiontario.com

timeS phySiotherApy
timesphysiotherapy.com/

toronto After dArK fiLm feStivAL
torontoafterdark.com

toronto AnimAted ArtS feStivAL 
internAtionAL
taafi.com

 

toronto AnimAted imAGe SoCiety
tais.com

toronto Centre for Community And 
LeArninG deveLopment
tccld.org

toronto ChineSe BuSineSS ASSoCiAtion - Jr 
ChApter
tcbajr.com

toronto ComiC ArtS feStivAL
torontocomics.com

toronto KoreAn fiLm feStivAL
tkff.ca

toronto Symphony orCheStrA
tso.ca

toronto youth ShortS fiLm feStivAL
torontoyouthshorts.com

tSunG tSin ASSoCiAtion
tsungtsinontario.ca

twitCh
twitchfilm.com

uLtrA 8 piCtureS
ultra8.ca

ywCA toronto
ywcatoronto.org
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Premier of Ontario - Premier ministre de l’Ontario 

November 2012 

A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM THE PREMIER

On behalf of the Government of Ontario, I would like to extend 
greetings to everyone attending the 16th Annual Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival. 

Film mirrors the human experience and offers a glimpse into other 
lives and cultures. By presenting the latest works in film and video, this 
festival gives Asian media artists from Canada and around the world 
the chance to share their vision and fuel the growing appreciation for 
Asian cinema. 

I thank the dedicated and hard-working staff, volunteers and board 
members of the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival for 
giving audiences a chance to experience local, national and 
international film and video, and for giving artists a valuable forum for 
their work. Your tireless commitment to celebrating excellence in 
contemporary Asian cinema is to be commended. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to applaud the talented 
artists, whose vision and creativity enhance the cultural landscape — 
and make our world a more vibrant place. 

Please accept my best wishes for a successful and enjoyable festival. 

Dalton McGuinty 
Premier

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Dear Friends, 

!

It is with great pleasure that I extend my warmest greetings to everyone attending the 16
th

 annual Toronto 

Reel Asian International Film Festival.   

 

One of Toronto’s best features is its rich cultural diversity.  As a festival celebrating the achievements of 

people from different Asian communities, the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival is a showcase for 

the best and the brightest. This is a wonderful opportunity for us to encourage, promote and showcase the 

artistic expressions of amazing artists from around the country.  I know how essential arts and culture are for 

our communities and the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival is a testament to the creativity of our 

friends in the community and it has gained respect of local and national audiences over the years.   

 

I know you will love this year’s line-up of films, videos and documentaries, carefully selected by the festival’s 

organizers and programmers. Filmgoers will undoubtedly gain new insights into Asian cultures over the course 

of this brilliant festival. 

 

Congratulations to the talented filmmakers, staff and volunteers of the Festival for their dedication and 

commitment in bringing the very best to Toronto. 

 

I hope you will come away educated, enlightened and inspired.  Best wishes for an enjoyable festival.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

  

Olivia Chow, MP 

Trinity-Spadina 

 

!

!

!

!

!

 

 

 

 

! ! !
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!

! !

!

! ! I!am!pleased!to!extend!my!warmest!greetings!to!everyone!

attending!the!16th!annual!Toronto!Reel!Asian!International!Film!Festival.!

!

! ! This!event!welcomes!award"winning!Asian!productions,!as!well!as!

independent!works!by!Asian"Canadian!directors.!Audiences!will!be!able!to!enjoy!

an!eclectic!line"up!of!dramas,!documentaries!and!animated!films.!Through!its!

insightful!workshops!and!media!arts!exhibition!series,!the!festival!also!fosters!the!

exchange!of!ideas!and!techniques!among!local!and!visiting!industry!professionals.!

!

! ! I!would!like!to!congratulate!all!those!presenting!their!work!this!

year!for!their!efforts!to!bring!their!talent,!passion,!and!heritage!to!the!screen.!I!

would!also!like!to!commend!the!festival!organizers,!sponsors,!and!volunteers!for!

sharing!this!splendid!showcase!of!Asian!cinema!with!your!fellow!Canadians.!

!

! ! On!behalf!of!the!Government!of!Canada,!I!wish!you!a!most!

enjoyable!experience.!

!

! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! The!Rt.!Hon.!Stephen!Harper,!P.C.,!M.P.!

!

OTTAWA!

2012!
 

I am pleased to extend my warmest greetings 
to everyone attending the 16th annual Toronto 
Reel Asian International Film Festival.

This event welcomes award-winning Asian 
productions, as well as independent works by 
Asian Canadian directors. Audiences will be 
able to enjoy an eclectic line up of dramas, 
documentaries and animated films. Through its  
insightful workshops and media arts exhibition 
series, the festival also fosters the exchange of 
ideas and techniques among local and visiting 
industry professionals.

I would like to congratulate all those 
presenting their work this year for their efforts 
to bring their talent, passion, and heritage to 
the screen. I would also like to commend the 
festival organizers, and volunteers for sharing 
this splendid showcase of Asian cinema with 
your fellow Canadians. 

On behalf of the Government of Canada, I wish 
you a most enjoyable experience.

On behalf of the Government of Ontario, I 
would like to extend greetings to everyone 
attending the 16th Annual Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival.

Film mirrors the human experience and offers 
a glimpse into other lives and cultures. By 
presenting the latest works in film and video, 
this festival gives Asian media artists from 
Canada and around the world the chance 
to share their vision and fuel the growing 
appreciation for Asian cinema.

I thank the dedicated and hard-working staff, 
volunteers and board members of the Toronto 
Reel Asian International Film Festival for 
giving audiences a chance to experience local, 
national and international film and video, and 
for giving artists a valuable forum for their 
work. Your tireless commitment to celebrating 
excellence in contemporary Asian cinema is to 
be commended.

I would also like to take this opportunity to 
applaud the talented artists, whose vision and 
creativity enhance the cultural landscape—and 
make our world a more vibrant place.

Please accept my best wishes for a successful 
and enjoyable festival.

Dear Friends: It is with great pleasure that I 
extend my warmest greetings to everyone 
attending the 16th annual Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival.

One of Toronto’s best features is its rich 
cultural diversity. As a festival celebrating 
the achievements of people from different 
Asian communities, the Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival is a showcase for 
the best and the brightest. This is a wonderful 
opportunity for us to encourage, promote 
and showcase the artistic expressions of 
amazing artists from around the country. I 
know how essential arts and culture are for 
our communities, and the Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival is a testament to 
the creativity of our friends in the community, 
and it has gained respect of local and national 
audiences over the years.

I know you will love this year’s line-up of films, 
videos and documentaries, carefully selected 
by the festival’s organizers and programmers. 
Filmgoers will undoubtedly gain new insights 
into Asian cultures over the course of this 
brilliant festival.

Congratulations to the talented filmmakers, 
staff and volunteers of the Festival for their 
dedication and commitment in bringing the 
very best to Toronto.

I hope you will come away educated, 
enlightened and inspired. Best wishes for an 
enjoyable festival. Sincerely,

The Rt. Hon. Stephen Harper, 
P.C., M.P.

Prime minister of 
Canada

Premier

member of 
Parliament

minister of toUrism, 
CUltUre and sPort

Olivia Chow, MP, 
Trinity-Spadina

Dalton McGuinty
Premier

On behalf of the Government of Ontario, I 
am pleased to extend greetings to everyone 
attending this year’s Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival.

Films can help us experience the world, 
broaden our perspective and celebrate 
diversity. As Canada’s largest Asian film 
festival, this event is a wonderful opportunity 
to explore the contributions of Asian 
filmmakers from all over the world, and the 
Government of Ontario is proud to support 
this exciting event.

I would like to thank all the staff and 
volunteers for helping this festival to grow year 
after year by dedicating their time, enthusiasm 
and tireless effort.

Please accept my best wishes for another 
memorable event!

Michael Chan
Minister
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Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival 

401 Richmond Street West, Suite 309 

Toronto, Ontario, M5V 3A8 

 

August 10, 2012 

 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

Welcome to the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival! 

 

The City of Toronto is like no other—a city of communities and neighbourhoods where everyone can experience 

the cultures of others.  All across this city, people participate and share in the festivals, foods and literature from 

around the world. 

 

Film festivals like Reel Asian add to the flavour and appeal of this city.  The efforts of the staff and volunteers 

ensure Ontarians are able to see the best of contemporary Asian cinema.  The festival’s workshops, forums, 

screenings, and visits from Asian filmmakers are invaluable to members of our own film industry. An event like 

the Reel Asian Film Festival further establishes Toronto as a true city of cinephiles. 

 

Congratulations on the 16
th

 anniversary of the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival!  I’m sure it will 

once again be a huge success. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Rosario Marchese 

MPP, Trinity-Spadina 

 

Welcome to the Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival!

The City of Toronto is like no other—a city 
of communities and neighbourhoods where 
everyone can experience the cultures of 
others. All across this city, people participate 
and share in the festivals, foods and literature 
from around the world.

Film festivals like Reel Asian add to the flavour 
and appeal of this city. The efforts of the staff 
and volunteers ensure Ontarians are able to 
see the best of contemporary Asian cinema. 
The festival’s workshops, forums, screenings 
and visits from Asian filmmakers are invaluable 
to members of our own film industry. An 
event like the Reel Asian Film Festival further 
establishes Toronto as a true city of cinephiles.

Congratulations on the 16th anniversary of the 
Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival! 
I’m sure it will once again be a huge success.

Sincerely,

On behalf of the Members of Council, I am 
very pleased to bring greetings to everyone 
attending the 16th annual Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival. This wonderful 
festival aims to increase understanding and 
appreciation for diverse cultures and issues 
surrounding the Toronto area.

The festival places an emphasis on building 
community and provides a great opportunity 
to reflect on our community as we watch films 
from both emerging and veteran independent 
filmmakers of East and Southeast Asian 
descent. 

We are delighted to see this film festival 
expand into Richmond Hill and utilize our 
facilities at the Richmond Hill Centre for the 
Performing Arts. 

Enjoy the Festivities!

Yours very truly,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome 
everyone attending the 16th Annual Toronto 
Reel Asian International Film Festival.

Toronto is recognized as a central hub 
in the the film industry and is home to 
numerous film festivals and events. These 
festivals acknowledge the spectacular work 
and accomplishments of film and media 
professionals from Toronto and the rest of the 
world.

The Toronto Reel Asian International Film 
Festival showcases the work of both 
emerging and veteran independent film and 
video makers of East and Southeast Asian 
descent who will display their work based on 
contemporary Asian cinema and the Asian 
diaspora. As Canada’s largest Asian film 
festival, it fuels the growing appreciation that 
exists for Asian cinema in Canada. 

I congratulate the organizers, volunteers, 
filmmakers, industry representatives and 
enthusiasts who played a role in this year’s 
festival and for contributing to the film 
industry in Toronto. 

On behalf of Toronto City Council, please 
accept my best wishes for a successful event.

Yours Truly,

Rosario Marchese MPP, 
Trinity-Spadina

mPP

mayor of riChmond 
hill

mayor of toronto

Mayor Rob Ford,
City of Toronto

Mayor Dave Barrow
Town of Richmond Hill



To find out how companies in Canada can benefit from Hong Kong’s many advantages, please contact:

Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office
Tel: (416) 924-5544  
E-mail: info@hketotoronto.gov.hk

For creative industry support in Hong Kong, visit www.createhk.gov.hk 

Animator_8-5x11 BW HR.pdf   1   12-08-21   8:21 PM
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Suffering from a lifelong illness that requires constant medication, shy college student Song 
Shiqiao (Hong Kong model, Angelababy) spends each day with her overprotective mother 
(Shan Jiang) and earnestly chronicles her quiet life on cassette tapes in order to replay and 
supplement her patchy memory.  Serendipitously, Shiqiao runs into a past crush from school 
named Gong Ning (Taiwanese heartthrob Mark Chao, Monga, Black and White). Much to the 
interest of Gong Ning’s bandmates and to the dismay of Shiqiao’s mother, an unlikely romance 
quickly blooms between the sickly Shiqiao and the seemingly nonchalant rock singer. But like 
every cassette tape, there is an “A” and “B” side to this love story.  

A remake of the 2003 Korean film (with the unusual title, “…ing”), this heartfelt tale of first 
love has been revamped by director Han Yan. This latest adaptation surpasses the Korean 
original by utilizing whimsical visuals (by Hong Kong artists Wing Shya and Sui Hak) and 
rich cinematography to depict the sweetness of romance, equally full of laughter and tears. 
First Time’s fascinating twists and turns elevate the story beyond more than just a saccharine 
romance, to one with a deeper message about living, and loving, life. 

       - Anderson Le

han yan is a graduate of the Central Academy of Drama in Beijing. He has 
made four feature films to date: Who I Gave My First Kiss To (2006), Angel’s 
Heart (2007), The Tropic of Cancer (2008) and Let’s Go (2009). The Tropic 
of Cancer was Han’s answer to the popular Taiwanese coming-of-age film 
Winds of September (Dir. Tom Lin). Han was hand-picked among many 
young Mainland directors chosen by the project’s producer, veteran actor 
Eric Tsang, in Tsang’s effort to showcase new talent from Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, and China. 

Special SponSor

preSenting SponSor

Reel Asian returns to the luxurious Crown Princess to 

celebrate the opening of our 16th annual edition at 

Toronto’s paragon of Hong Kong-style fine dining.  Dine on 

complimentary dim sum beneath towering marble walls and 

crystal chandeliers. Enjoy drinks from Barefoot Wine and 

sparkling conversation as DJ Winnie spins a soundscape of 

soulful grooves.

TUE NOV 6 | 9:00 PM - 12:30PM
Crown Princess | 1033 Bay St (S of St. Mary St)
$15 | Free with Opening Night ticket stub

Opening Night Gala Party

ISaBEl BaDEr ThEaTrEtuE noV 6    7:00 Pm OPENiNg NighT gAlA

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director: han yan (in attendance) | China/hong kong 2012 | 106:00 | dCP | mandarin w/English subtitles
Producers: ivy ho, Bill kong, hao lee | Writer: han yan | Cinematographer: Charlie lam | Editor: angie lam
sound: Zhou lei | music: Chan Fai young, Zhou Jiao Jiao | Cast: angelababy, mark Chao, shan Jiang, Bai Baihe, tian yuan, allen Chao

第一次
First time official selection–shanghai international Film Festival 2012



YOUR CREATIVE CAREER
STARTS HERE.

•	 Art	+	Design	
•	 Advertising	+	Public	Relations
•	 Journalism
•	 Integrated	Media
•	 Culture	+	Entertainment

Start your creative career today. 
centennialcollege.ca/thecentre

See where experience takes you.
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community partnerS

With Support From

michael Fukushima : the art oF Producing art 

michael fukushima has been making films since 1984. He joined the National 
Film Board in 1990, directing the Hot Docs-winning animated documentary, 
Minoru: Memory of Exile, and becoming an NFB animation producer in 1997. 
Fukushima co-created the NFB’s flagship emerging filmmaker program, 
Hothouse, and his credits reflect an eclecticism and diversity, particularly 
around abstract and slightly off-centre animation. He has worked hard 
to open up the genre to new audiences and new technologies, through 
interactive installations, mobile phones and urban stories. He is a multi-

award-winning producer, most recently winning two awards at the Hiroshima Animation Film 
Festival. He is staying busy by developing a slate of “arty” short films by a bevy of interesting 
young Canadian creators alongside a handful of international co-productions and films by 
veteran Canadian filmmakers like Cordell Barker and Bruce Alcock.

Reel Asian has always shone the spotlight on a Canadian director or group of directors with 
our Canadian Spotlight program. For the first time, we focus on an individual whose primary 
work lies elsewhere. With our spotlight on award-winning producer Michael Fukushima, we 
look to investigate creative roles and break the stereotype of director as the only ‘auteur’ of 
a work–the sole proprietor of creative vision. We hope to demystify the producing process 
through a screening of Fukushima’s work (both his own and his collaborations) and a 
discussion of the art of producing. In the discussion, Fukushima will be joined by several 
directors with whom he worked–and will address topics unique to creative producing such as 
risk-taking, building creative teams and the vagaries of success. 

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

Program ratEd g 
minoru: memorY of exile
Michael Fukushima* | Canada 1992 | 19:00

cnoTe
Chris Hinton | Canada 2004 | 7:00

fluTTer
Howie Shia* | Canada 2006 |  7:00

jamie lo small anD shY
Lillian Chan* | Canada 2006 | 8:00

Dimanche (sunDaY)
Patrick Doyon | Canada 2011 | 10:00

* Directors in attendance
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Philippe Grandrieux (1954, Saint Étienne) has been inventing new forms 
of cinema since the 1970s. Along with his experiments in video installation, 
video essay, narrative, and sound, Grandrieux has created documentaries 
and programmes for the cultural TV channel Arte. In 1990 he launched ‘Live’ 
studio, the film research lab, and has directed three feature films, winning 
awards at the Locarno Film Festival and the Venice Film Festival.

This is a free screening open to the public on a first-
come, first-served basis. No Reel Asian box office or 
ticketing services at the TIFF Bell Lightbox.

co-preSenterS

[According to the poet Schiller] … the work of art introduces the observing individual to a 
moral emancipation: the individual sees, thanks to the work of art, how beauty is delivered 
from all constraints and is nurtured solely by freedom.  - Nicole Brenez

The first in a planned series of films about radical filmmakers by film critic Nicole Brenez 
and filmmaker Philippe Grandrieux, It May Be That Beauty Has Strengthened Our Resolve is 
a portrait of Masao Adachi, who emerged during the Japanese New Wave of the 1960s as a 
screenwriter for Nagisa Oshima and Koji Wakamatsu, and directed a series of avant-garde 
films that grafted radical politics to the sexploitation genre. A 1971 visit to a Popular Front for 
the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) training camp while on the way back from Cannes resulted 
in Adachi’s most infamous film, the agit-prop documentary Red Army/PFLP: Declaration of 
World War, which he co-directed with Wakamatsu. Soon after, Adachi joined a splinter cell 
of the Japanese Red Army in Lebanon, where he stayed from 1974 until he was deported to 
Japan in 1997 to serve time for passport violations.

Grandrieux’s portrait follows Adachi through a twilit Tokyo, with gorgeously underlit, nearly 
narcotic images reinforcing the mystery of Adachi’s steely inner resolve. Adachi’s whispered 
words serve as a dialogue on the notion of art and revolution—for him never a contradiction—
and a reflection on the possibilities of film to create both beauty and change.

- Chris Kennedy

Tiff CiNEmAThEqUE’S frEE SCrEEN

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg 
director: Philippe grandrieux | France 2011 | 72:00 | video

iL Se peut que LA BeAuté Ait renforCé notre réSoLution: mASAo AdAChi

it may Be that Beauty has strengthened our 
resolve: masao adachi

WEd noV 7    7:00 PmTIFF BEll lIghTBox

Vision Award, Copenhagen International 
Documentary Film Festival 2011
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community partnerS

108 PrayEr BEads (108 PhrEng rdog)

* Directors in attendance

guang
Quek Shio Chuan | Malaysia 2011 | 14:00 | Mandarin w/ Eng. sub.

While his younger brother pressures him to find a job, autistic Wen Guang is 
on a quest of his own for a very special glass. His obsession drives him and 
derails his brother’s good intentions. While his brother’s real-world concerns 
are legitimate, we cannot help but share in Wen Guang’s joy when he finally 
finds what he has been looking for.

Quek shio Chuan hails from Johor, Malaysia and is a line producer for 
Reservoir Productions. His short film Guang won the 2011 BMW Shorties 
Grand Prize and awards for screenwriting and sound. The script for Guang 
was inspired by the director’s brother, Shio Gai.

108 praYer BeaDs (108 phreng rDog)
Han Han Li | Canada 2012 | 8:20 

Chaos and peace, darkness and light, life and death among the dualities 
cycling through the dynamic animation of 108 Prayer Beads. Transformation 
and movement, along with a compelling score, propel the spiritually steeped 
images through what seems like many other worlds.

han han li completed her BFA in Film Animation at the Mel Hoppenheim 
School of Cinema at Concordia University Montreal. She is now pursuing her 
MFA degree in the department of Film, Video, New Media, and Animation at 
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Christopher makoto yogi is a filmmaker born and raised in Honolulu, Hawai’i. 
He recently graduated with a MFA in Cinematic Arts from USC; his thesis 
film, Layover on the Shore was awarded Best Hawaiian Short at the Big 
Island Film Festival. In 2009, he participated in the Kyoto Filmmakers Lab.

In lush Hawai’i, an elderly Japanese man lives out his final days in his country 
home, as this film weaves in and out of his memories. In dedication to the 
Nisei and Sansei cultures of Hawai’i, past and present converge on the 
island’s beguiling shores and in the elegant majesty of a single tree. This 
unconventional ghost story creates a unique, otherworldly feeling all its own.

Christopher Makoto Yogi | USA 2012 | 13:00 | Eng. and Jap. w/ Eng. sub.

oBake (ghosTs)

Kimi takesue’s award-winning narrative, documentary and experimental 
films have screened at over 200 film festivals and museums, including 
the Sundance Film Festival, International Film Festival Rotterdam, New 
Directors/ New Films, Los Angeles Film Festival, Locarno International, SXSW, 
London’s Institute of Contemporary Art, Shanghai Museum of Modern Art, 
the Walker Art Center and the Museum of Modern Art (NYC). 

In the not-so-distant future, eight-year-old Vicente struggles with residual 
trauma from flooding that has left him homeless and orphaned. Kimi 
Takesue’s beautifully shot and contemplative short explores Vicente’s chance 
meeting and unexpected friendship with ice-carver Siku, who helps him 
confront memory and closure.

Kimi Takesue* | USA 2011 | 19:50

ThaT which once was

Born in Toronto, Keith lock holds an MFA in Film from York University. He 
received a Gemini Award nomination for Best Short Drama for A Brighter 
Moon in 1987, as well as Best GTA Filmmaker Award at Reel Asian for The 
Dreaming House. Lock’s second feature film, The Ache premiered at Reel 
Asian 2009.

Two lonely souls are brought together by strange and fateful occurrences. 
Ostensibly a romantic comedy, the production of this film is unique; using 
a coin toss to dictate specific creative decisions including writing, casting, 
and production. Winner of Reel Asian’s 2011 So You Think You Can Pitch? 
Competition.

Keith Lock* | Canada 2012 | 22:00 

magical coinciDence

– tina Zafreen alam

ratEd g 
Presenting meditations on memory and loss, connection and pure joy, these films address some of the most powerful yet peripheral 
facets of human experience with quiet restraint and creative narratives.

once lost, now Found
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Inside Out’s 

Screening 
SerieS
Special Sneak Previews • Festival Award Winners 
Audience Favourites

Join us in October, December, January and March for exclusive 
screenings of the best LGBT films from around the world.

Ottawa LGBT Film Festival: November 15-18, 2012 
Toronto LGBT Film Festival: May 16-26, 2013

26th Images Festival
April 2013, Toronto

Call For 
Submissions
On Screen
Film and Video 
Submit by 1 November 2012
Artist fees paid!
Forms and guidelines available now
imagesfestival.com 

Expanding cinema since 1988
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Moderated by: Jon Davies, Curator, Oakville Galleries

See page 60 for details.

THU NOV 8 | 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM 
FREE | Open to the public

Artist Talk with Kim Kyung-mook

InnIS Town hallWEd noV 7    9:15 Pm

Kim Kyung-mook dropped out of school at the age of 16 and moved to 
Seoul. From 2001 to 2004, under the pen name Kyum, he worked as a 
journalist and columnist for publications Hankyoreh and Outsider. In 2004, 
he began studying film and made his directorial debut with Me and Doll 
Playing. His first feature length film, Faceless Things, was completed in 
2005 and screened in various prestigious national and international film 
festivals. Both films have won prizes and accolades. Stateless Things is his 
third feature film.

Stateless Things is a dark and dreamy parable that tells the story of two disparate, lonely 
young men trapped both physically and psychologically by their status in the heartless 
megacity of Seoul. North Korean migrant Jun scrapes by at menial jobs, working at a 
gas station and handing out flyers. He lives in constant fear because of his illegal status. 
Meanwhile, rudderless young gay hustler Hyeon is in over his head with no place to go, and is 
being held hostage emotionally by his very rich and very married older lover.

Busan native Kim Kyung-mook portrays the city of Seoul in a way not often seen–as 
fragmented and broken, just like Jun and Hyeon. Reflecting the city, Stateless Things is 
structured in separate pieces: Jun inhabits the older, established North Side, while Hyeon 
resides in the nouveau riche South. Crossing over in glimpses, Jun and Hyeon’s stories 
eventually converge in the fateful third act, and the previously distinct narratives come 
together in tragedy and hope. 

Critic, programmer and leading Asian film advocate Tony Rayns noted that, “no director has 
arrived on the Korean indie scene with more impact than Kim Kyung-mook.” Kim is a true 
independent whose films address the unseen margins of Korean society in both fiction and 
documentary genres. Stateless Things is a thought-provoking look at how one can escape 
one’s personal prison, and shows Kim’s fearless dictum that rules, both in filmmaking and 
society, are made to be broken. 

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd 18a
director: kim kyung-mook (in attendance) | south korea 2011 | 115:00 | dCP | korean w/ English subtitles
Producer: Park Jin-weon | Writer: kim kyung-mook | Cinematographer: kang kuk-hyun | Editors: kim kyung-mook, shin ye-jin
sound: kim Wan-dong | music: lee min-hee | Cast: Paul lee, yeom hyun-joon, kim sae-byuk

줄탁동시
stateless things

This programme is generously supported by the 
Canada Council for the Arts’ Visiting Foreign Artists 
Program.

official selection–Venice Film Festival 2011
official selection–international Film Festival rotterdam 2012 
official selection–hong kong international Film Festival 2012
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preSenting SponSor With Support From

thu noV 8    1:00 Pm  YOUTh ShOrTS PrESENTATiON

thE lost yEars

Xiao yang is a Chinese filmmaker based in Montreal, who studied film at 
Concordia University.

* Directors in attendance

Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside is infamous for crime and poverty. It 
is also the home of the Powell Street Festival, a cultural event devoted 
to celebrating and preserving Japanese Canadian culture that also 
commemorates the city’s pre-internment Japanese Canadian community. 
Through food, music and sumo wrestling, this doc shows the lasting legacy 
of community on two men who live in the neighbourhood. 

Greg Masuda | Canada 2012 | 28:00

The spiriT of nihonmachi 

As usual, it’s a dark and snowy Friday night in Montreal, and cats are 
everywhere at the shelter where the filmmaker volunteers every week. 
Tonight, though, director Yang explores what the noise is coming from 
upstairs in this documentary about cats, community and thin walls. 

Xiao Yang | Canada 2011 | 9:00

friDaY DiarY

alisi telengut is a student in the animation program at the Concordia Mel 
Hoppenheim School of Cinema.

stephanie law is a Film/TV/Transmedia writer and story editor. She received 
her BFA Honours in Film Production and Screenwriting from York University, 
and was recently chosen for the CFTPA (Canadian Film and Television 
Producer’s Association) National Production Program. She won Reel Asian’s 
2011 So You Think You Can Pitch? competition in the Emerging Category.

With a background in social sciences and documentary editing, Jessica Wu 
has developed a taste and style of the dramatic comedy of life. Little Miss 
Jihad is her directorial debut.

Greg masuda is a documentary filmmaker based in Vancouver. He has 
participated in a number of National Film Board of Canada development 
initiatives, been honoured with the Hot Docs TDF Scholarship, attended IDF 
Academy, and pitched at the 2010 VIFF Storyville Forum.

An epic journey from land to sea is depicted through mixed forms of animation 
using felt and cellophane in this adorable short about never giving up. 

Vivienne AuYeung* | Canada 2011 | 2:15

The losT Years 

Vivienne auyeung graduated from Savannah College of Art and Design with 
an MFA in animation, and studied film directing in Prague at the Film and TV 
School of Academy of Performing Arts.

This meticulously painted animation reveals a unique traditional Mongolian 
burial practice.

Afghani Canadian Sally Khan is an average 10-year-old girl who wants to 
be just like her daddy. But her curious career aspirations lead to paranoia 
amongst her cul-de-sac community. 

Alisi Telengut | Canada 2012 | 6:00

Stephanie Law* and Jessica Wu* | Canada 2012 | 14:00

Tengri

liTTle miss jihaD 

Patrick ng is a graduate of New York University’s Tisch School of the 
Arts, where he majored in film directing. His thesis film, Real Talk, won the 
prestigious Wasserman/King Award. Patrick was raised in South Orange, 
New Jersey and currently lives in Brooklyn, New York.

It’s inevitable–friends drift apart. But when your former BFF treats you like 
a chump, it’s time for some ‘real talk’ from the streets of Manhattan’s Two 
Bridges neighborhood. 

Patrick Ng | USA 2011 | 13:00

real Talk

it’s not what you think

– aram siu Wai Collier

ratEd g
amateur sumo wrestling, street dancing friends, a felt turtle and copious cats remind us that stories of the unexpected are everywhere.
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Jonathan Ng | Canada 2012 | 7:30

In this gorgeous animation awash with vivid brush-strokes 

and watercolour, a young couple struggles with their 

relationship by confronting familial and cultural pressures. 

Their phone conversation is visualized as an epic feud 

between lovers in ancient China, complete with high-flying 

rooftop combat and passionate pursuit on horseback.

Requiem for Romance

InnIS Town hallthu noV 8    5:40 Pm

dave boyle made his feature film debut in 2006 with the bilingual comedy 
Big Dreams Little Tokyo. Boyle’s second feature, White on Rice, a comedy 
about a lovestuck divorcé, played at Reel Asian in 2009. Boyle’s third 
feature,Surrogate Valentine, played at Reel Asian in 2011.

Daylight Savings sees the team of director David Boyle and actor/musician Goh Nakamura 
together again with a follow-up to last year’s romantic comedy Surrogate Valentine where 
Nakamura reprises his alternate-universe version of himself. In the film, his character (also 
named Goh) finds that life is no longer imitating art as his suddenly successful life no longer 
mimics his lovelorn lyrics. 

He finds himself as a successful working musician, booking tours, and with a song of his in 
major rotation (albeit in an unexpected place). Everything seems to be in order; he no longer 
pines for his longtime crush Rachel (Lynn Chen), and carries on a blissful relationship with 
Erika (Ayako Fujitani). The only thing amiss is their long-distance relationship, which, as seems 
to be Goh’s fate, turns ugly over a Skype call, ending in a devastating breakup. To get over the 
heartbreak, Goh’s eccentric ex-con cousin Mike (Michael Aki) takes him on a therapeutic road 
trip to Las Vegas to get Goh’s game back. Their romantic target is Yea-Ming (from real-life 
indie band Dreamdate), a fellow musician who Goh has developed an unexpected connection 
with. But is he ready to move on from Erika? 

Less of a sequel and more of a next chapter, Daylight Savings strikes a more dreamy and 
melancholic tone than the previous film, while still poking fun at the lifestyle of the working 
musician–full of failures, long car rides and idiosyncratic occurrences that are fast becoming 
a staple of Boyle’s. Yea-Ming Chen is a revelation as the understated and charming potential 
sweetheart. The chemistry between Nakamura and Yea-Ming is undeniable, and serves as a 
reminder that seemingly simple moments can be pivotal, and that timing is everything when it 
comes to love.

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director: dave Boyle (in attendance) | usa 2012 | 73:00 | hdCam
Producers: duane anderson, dave Boyle, michael lerman | Writers: dave Boyle, Joel Clark, michael lerman, goh nakamura | Cinematographer: Bill otto 
Editors: duane anderson, dave Boyle, michael lerman | sound: Curtis Choy | music: goh nakamura, dreamdate | Cast: goh nakamura (in attendance),  
yea-ming Chen, michael aki, ayako Fujitani, lynn Chen

daylight savings

C J S

Jonathan ng is a Toronto-born, award-winning 
animation filmmaker based in Montreal. He studied 
traditional and 3D animation at Sheridan College 
and Concordia University. Jonathan has worked 
on various film and network series productions, 
including The Spiderwick Chronicles and Le Jour 
des Corneilles.

PRECEDED BY

official selection–sxsW Film Festival 2012
official selection–san Francisco international  

asian american Film Festival 2012 



The Art of Learning

MEET THE ARTIST: MARTIN PARR – 
PHOTOBIOGRAPHY 

Wednesday, October 17, 7 – 8:30 pm
Jackman Hall

FOOL: FESTIVAL OF ORAL LITERATURE 

Friday, November 9 – Sunday, November 11, various times
Weston Family Learning Centre 
Pay-what-you-can  

ASIAN ART IN GLOBAL CONTEXT:  
VISHAKHA DESAI  

Wednesday, November 14, 7 – 8:30 pm
Jackman Hall

FRIDA KAHLO FILM SCREENING  
AND DISCUSSION 

Wednesday, November 21, 7 – 9 pm
Jackman Hall

BROWN BAG LUNCH & TALK: 
CAMILLE PAGLIA

Thursday, November 8, 12 – 1 pm
Baillie Court 
Members $23 | Public $29 | Students $20  
(lunch included)

HAYDEN HERRERA ON FRIDA KAHLO

Thursday, December 6, 7 - 8:30 pm
Jackman Hall
 

MEMBERS $10 | PUBLIC $12 | STUDENTS $8
(Unless otherwise noted.)

For more information or to purchase tickets, 
call 416 979 6608  
or visit www.ago.net/talks.

For a complete list of upcoming programming, 
please visit www.ago.net/whatson.

www.ago.net

Marketing_Education_Fall Talks 2012 REEL ASIAN call out.indd   1 12-09-04   2:57 PM
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– arthur yeung

lisa Qiu is a fourth-year student at University of Toronto studying Political 
Science and Cinema Studies who never really quite understands what 
“normal” is. She is always contemplating the apects of life, and continues to 
be creative.

Roaming the city streets, a marginalized woman finds herself trying to evade 
an unknown pursuer, only to be further entrapped by an inescapable reality.

Lisa Qiu* | Canada 2012 | 3:15

eluDe

ferdelle lauren Capistrano was born and raised in Toronto and graduated 
from University of Toronto. Driven by aptitude and passion, she has written, 
directed and starred in two short films and hopes to continue in film and TV.

Through the lens of love and loss, a reflection on life is set to a dramatic 
soundtrack. When a girl receives a bicycle from her grandfather, we are 
taken along on her journey–a ride that she must endure and overcome.

Ferdelle Lauren Capistrano* | Canada 2012 | 7:10

cYcle

albert Zablan is a first-time filmmaker and a recent graduate of the 
University of Toronto.

A mother and father adjust to their newly adopted Canadian homeland and 
deal with challenges common to all immigrants while trying to manage a 
long-distance relationship with their Filipino children.

Albert Zablan* | Canada 2012 | 12:40

new home

summer chilD
Thila Vijayan* | Canada 2012 | 8:00

A young man chases love from the girl he desires, but knows that he will 
never receive it from her in return.

thila Vijayan is a Computer Engineering student from Malaysia currently 
studying at Ryerson University. Summer Child is his first film.

althea balmes is a York University graduate involved in the Filipino 
community and its social issues. She produces art in the form of stories and 
comic books.

After contemplating returning to her homeland, a struggling woman 
executes a plan to solve her problems in the streets of Toronto by using 
suman, the delicious Filipino rice cake.

Althea Balmes* | Canada 2012 | 8:20

suman laDies

Jaewuk J. Kim was born in Seoul and is currently studying English and 
Philosophy at the University of Toronto. He has published poems and short 
stories and is also a local lyricist/musician. Conscience is his first foray into 
filmmaking. 

A psychological thriller that explores the anatomy of struggle with morality.

Jaewuk J. Kim* | Canada 2012 | 4:30

conscience

*Directors  in attendance

ratEd Pg 
reel asian proudly presents our inaugural summer Video Production Workshop, which launched this past summer with a merry band of intrepid youth who 
possessed little to no formal filmmaking experience but had great stories to tell. after putting their hearts and souls into our unique crash course of mentor-
ship by industry professionals, hands-on exercises and compressed schedules, they produced an impressive collection of short films that include romance, dark 
thrills, psychological drama, documentary and experimental nuances. good old-fashioned bonding through teamwork, leadership development and the skill of 
proper organization were not only critical to their films’ success, but will likely aid in all of their future endeavours. While some of them may not have previously 
thought about filmmaking as a career, we certainly welcome these newly minted auteurs into the ranks of our current generation of promising, young artists.

unsung voices

youth education SponSorS

With Support From community partnerS

ShOrTS PrESENTATiON

THU NOV 8 | 7:30 PM | East Gallery | 334 Dundas St W (across from the AGO)
Free for ticket holders of Unsung Voices screening.

Post-Screening Reception

Following the world premiere of these films, come celebrate the six young directors 

of UNSUNG VOICES as we welcome them into the next generation of Asian Canadian 

storytellers. Light refreshments will be served.
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Born and raised in Hunan Province, China, huang Ji studied screenwriting 
at the Beijing Film Academy from 2003-2007. In 2009, she directed her 
first short film, The Warmth of Orange Peel, which was selected by the 
Generation program of the 60th Berlin International Film Festival. Egg and 
Stone, her feature directorial debut, won a Tiger award at its premiere at the 
41st International Film Festival Rotterdam.

For China’s working population, the pull of jobs across the country means that tens of millions 
of children are left behind in the care of relatives. Ideally, family ties mean these children get 
the best care from their surrogate parents, yet in Huang Ji’s award-winning feature Egg and 
Stone, we see the failings of this situation to devastating effects. 

On the surface, Honggui is a typical 14-year-old girl. Sullen and stone-faced, she’s been left 
in the care of her aunt and uncle, who have grown resentful after taking care of her for seven 
years. Honggui drifts through her days, meeting up with her only friend, Ajiu, a local boy who 
toils in a quarry and gives her rides on his dirt bike. However, at home in her room, Honggui 
engages in a nightly ritual that suggests deeper worries than the average teenager should. 

Huang’s first feature, Egg and Stone created buzz at the International Film Festival Rotterdam 
because of its autobiographical content and its impressive aptitude. Across the board, Egg 
and Stone features finely composed cinematography shot in Huang’s hometown, incredible 
performances by non-actors, and measured storytelling that never turns maudlin or 
exploitative despite its dark subject matter. This is exquisite filmmaking by a bold new director.

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd 14a
director: huang Ji (in attendance) | China 2012 | 100:00 | hd Cam | mandarin w/English subtitles
Writer: huang Ji | Producers: hsu hsiao-ming, otsuka ryuji | Cinematographer: otsuka ryuji | Editor: otsuka ryuji 
sound: huang Ji | Cast: yao hong-gui, xiao Pin-gao, liu xiao-lin

鶏蛋和石頭 
egg and stone

community partnerS

tiger award Winner, international Film Festival rotterdam 2012
official selection–taipei Film Festival 2012 

official selection–Vancouver international Film Festival 2012
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rirkrit tiravanija was born in Buenos Aires, in 1961 and is currently based in 
New York, Berlin and Thailand. Tiravanija’s installations and actions provide 
platforms for artistic, public and private activities—effectively blurring the 
boundaries that customarily separate them. His projects invite the public to 
enter into and literally engage with his work; in fact, the active participation 
of the viewer is necessary for the work to be fully realized.

The first feature film from acclaimed Argentinian-born, New York-based visual artist Rirkrit 
Tiravanija is an exquisitely photographed, minimalist portraiture that skirts the rich territory 
between documentary and fiction. A nearly plotless, observational encounter, the film follows 
its eponymous subject as he drifts through the seasons in a small Chiang Mai village. A 
retired rice farmer, Lung Neaw is a quiet and boyish man who spends his idle days conversing 
with neighbours, doing odd jobs and walking through the jungle. A fascinating, almost 
indescribable charge hangs about him; while leading a simple, rural life, his quotidian acts 
become things imbued with much deeper senses of meaning through the eyes of Tiravanija.

Neaw is a man curiously both timeless and thoroughly modern, both everywhere and invisible, 
alternately in and out of step with his surroundings. The simplicity of his existence–one 
of foraging, local routines and solitude–point to larger questions of the self, sustainability 
and modernity. At the same time, he is a man constantly out of place; pleased to be in the 
presence of others, but most at ease when alone and drifting/walking–a symbol of the 
unmoored contemporary world that surrounds him.

Tiravanija’s film is a sensual encounter with an individual and environment; through gorgeous 
super-16mm cinematography and a dense aural landscape, he captures the vitality and 
complexity of rural existence, and with a patient, deliberate pace creates a remarkable 
experience of looking and listening.

       - Chi-hui Yang

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd g
director: rirkrit tiravanija | mexico/thailand 2011 | 154:00 | Bluray | northern thai w/ English subtitles
Producers: Christian manzutto and rirkrit tiravanija | Cinematographers: Christian manzutto and rirkrit tiravanija | Editor: Christian manzutto
sound: Eva sangiorgi and Chalermrat kaweewattana | Cast: neaw

lung neaw visits his neighBours
ลุงนิ่วไปเยี่ยมเพื่อนบ้าน

community partnerS

Official Selection–Venice Film Festival 2011
Official Selection–Copenhagen International 
Documentary Film Festival 2011
MOMA: ContemporAsian 2012
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Makinis/Malutong-Malambot/Masarap at ayos pa ang 
SARSA- Subokan n'yo!

ULAM TO GO: Chopped lechon, leyempo, pata kawa-
li, bopis, dinuguan, caldereta, menudo, paksiw, pancit 

palabok, isda, lumpia, etc. Pls call for reservation
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By Romy Marquez on page 11

Toronto Reel Asian 
International Film Festival

Free SuperStart® Breakfast • Free Local Calls
Free High Speed Internet Access • Microwave & Refrigerator in Every Room

Jacuzzi®  Suites • Meeting Rooms • Exercise Facility • Shiatsu Room
Pets Accepted • 100% Smoke Free

Welcome film buffs!

Super 8 Toronto/Downtown
222 Spadina Ave. • Toronto, ON  M5T 2C2

647-426-8118 • Fax: 647-426-8188 
www.super8downtowntoronto.com
res@super8downtowntoronto.com

© 2012 Operated under franchise agreement with Super 8 Worldwide, Inc.  All Super 8 hotels are independently owned and operated.

www.super8.com  l  1.800.800.8000   l   

$88.00 
single/double

Valid only for the Toronto/Downtown, ON (15417).

November 6-11, 2012
Call directly to the hotel and ask for the 

Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival Rate

 We are located near:
–  CN Tower
–  Rogers Centre
–  Fashion and Business District

–  Air Canada Centre
–  Metro Toronto Convention Centre
–  Several major corporations...
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thu noV 8    9:55 Pm InnIS Town hall

Having worked in the film industry for more than a decade, ron morales has 
found his voice as a director by blending his love for exciting and unique 
narratives with an emphasis on expressing well-rounded and naturalistic 
characters. After receiving a degree in photography from Parson School 
of Design, Morales continued on to New York University and graduated 
with a BFA in Film. At the age of 29, Morales directed his award-winning 
debut feature film, Santa Mesa (starring Oscar-winner Melissa Leo), and has 
gone on to create a number of short films, commercials, and music videos. 
Graceland is his second feature film. 

Director Ron Morales, whose previous film, Santa Mesa, debuted at Reel Asian in 2009, 
represents one in an increasing line of Asian American directors choosing to make films in 
Asia. Transplanting familiar American genres onto new and exciting locations for a broad 
audience, Morales returns to Reel Asian with this thrilling noir that puts an average man in 
extraordinary and desperate situations.

Marlon Villar is a pious family man who minds his own business, takes care of his daughter 
Elvie and visits his bed-ridden wife at the hospital every night. He holds down a day job as a 
chauffeur for a powerful politician named Chango. Marlon’s world rips apart one day when he 
becomes a target of a botched kidnapping and ransom plot against Chango and his daughter 
is kidnapped instead of Chango’s. As the sole witness, Marlon becomes tangled between 
the kidnappers and Chango, and must traverse Manila’s seedy underground networks of 
corruption, prostitution and murder in order to get his daughter back before it is too late.

Morales’ well-researched film takes us to truly unseemly places, daring to push the limits of 
where we are willing to let our imagination roam. Yet his intention is never to titillate; instead, 
he draws us into Marlon’s spiraling desperation. An audience favourite at the 2012 Tribeca Film 
Festival, where it premiered, Graceland asks us, how far would we go to save those we love?

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd 14a
director/ Writer: ron morales (in attendance) | usa/Philippines 2012 | 84:00 | Bluray | tagalog w/English subtitles
Producers: rebecca lundgren, sam rider | Cinematographer: sung rae Cho | Editors: James lesage, ron morales, Jorge olortegui 
sound: steve “major” giammaria | music: adam schoenberg and steven schoenberg | Cast: arnold reyes, menggie Cobarrubias, dido de le Paz

graceland official selection–tribeca Film Festival 2012 
official selection–montreal Fantasia Film Festival 2012 

official selection–Fantastic Fest austin 2012
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a haPPy Wish

mina t. son is an award-winning Korean American documentary filmmaker. 
A recent graduate of the MFA Documentary Program at Stanford University, 
Mina is a two-time Student Academy Award Regional Finalist. Her other 
awards include Best Short Documentary at the San Diego Asian Film Festival 
and a CINE Golden Eagle Award.

Navigating an adopted country through sign language is no easy task; Mina 
T. Son follows two Korean-American high school students at the California 
School for the Deaf as they wrestle with the complexities of growing up 
within overlapping Deaf, American and Korean cultures.

Mina T. Son | USA 2011 | 19:00

making noise in silence

Toronto-based eri asai is a director, writer and editor who grew up in Japan. 
Working in experimental and documentary genres, Asai studied film at York 
University. She is the mother of twin girls. 

Moving from Japan to the snowbound suburbs of Ontario, little Akane 
tries to understand her new world while her mother struggles with a long-
distance relationship. Through her innocent eyes, Momiji brings together 
dream, memory, fairy tale and reality.  

Eri Asai* | Canada 2011 | 14:00

momiji

* Directors in attendance

Kim yong-sam was born in 1986 in Dae-Gu, South Korea. He is studying in Media 
& Visual at Kei-Myeong University. Home Entertainment is his second film.

Lounging on the roof, break-dancing on the carpet, chatting with the dog, 
meditating over the first shave. When Mom and Dad are away, Sung Woo is 
having a dreadfully adventurous day at home.

Kim Yong-sam | South Korea 2011 | 22:30

home enTerTainmenT

Taiwan-based director Jack shih studied experimental animation at CalArts 
and Computer art at the Pratt Institute. He currently teaches animation and 
has been working as an independent animation filmmaker for over a decade.

When a tornado hits Taipei City, children are disappearing in a maëlstrom of 
whimsy. A delightful twist on urban woes, A Happy Wish follows a little girl’s 
fantasy escape from her regimented life of classrooms and lessons into a 
fantastical ocean world in the clouds. 

Jack Shih | Taiwan 2011 | 12:30

a happY wish

leslie supnet’s work aims to represent sincerity, lived experience and 
the multiplicity of human emotion. Her animated and film works have 
screened at various festivals, including the International Short Film Festival 
Oberhausen, European Media Art Festival, International Film Festival 
Rotterdam and Image Forum Festival.  She was recently awarded the 2012 
Winnipeg Arts Council’s RBC On the Rise Award.

Jeff tran initially studied programming at the behest of his Vietnamese 
parents but could no longer deny his passion for art and filmmaking. He 
holds a BFA from the University of Waterloo and studied at Sheridan 
College for Computer Animation. louis yeum is a 3d/2d Animator from 
Toronto, Canada. He graduated from Sheridan College’s renowned Classical 
Animation Program, and received his certificate in Computer Animation.

How do we find the way home in a fleeting world? Gains + Losses ruminates 
over personal, day-to-day anxieties in this delicate and imaginative 
animation. In this playful yet poignant goodbye letter, Leslie Supnet turns 
contemplation into poetic blues. 

Two Toronto girls play with an imaginary friend as they attempt to 
deal with loss.

Leslie Supnet* | Canada 2011 | 3:30

Jeff Tran and Louis Yeum | Canada 2012 | 7:00

gains + losses

Traces of joY

– yi Cui

ratEd g
Want to get away? you may or may not find what you’re looking for. these stories show us the potential and pitfalls of escaping from life’s 
impositions. 

escaPe or reality

preSenting SponSor With Support From
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An award-winning transmedia producer and creator, romeo Candido 
directed Ang Pamana: The Inheritance (Reel Asian 2007), the first 
Philippine/Canadian co-production that was released theatrically in the 
Philippines to critical acclaim. His directorial feature film debut, Lolo’s 
Child (Reel Asian 2002), that won the prestigious Ishmael Bernal award at 
the 2002 CineManila Film Festival...Carmen de Jesus has written for film, 
television, stage, web and mobile web content. She co-wrote the feature 
length film Ang Pamana: The Inheritance with Candido. Carmen and 
Romeo’s collaborations centre around creating artistic projects that elevate 
Filipino culture and talent, and take modern storytelling to the next level...A 
three-time Canadian New Media Award-winner, including Visionary of the 
Year, ana serrano is the Founder of CFC Media Lab, the world-renowned 
and award-winning institute for interactive storytelling she created in 1997 
at the Canadian Film Centre.

Inspired by the real-life dancing rehabilitation program that became a worldwide viral 
sensation on YouTube, Prison Dancer tells of the poignant and hilarious stories of six prison 
dancers whose group dancing turned a maximum security prison into a world stage. 
Simulated surveillance footage, interviews with inmates, and good old-fashioned investigative 
journalism blend fact and fiction in this hilarious mockumentary. Behind the prison walls, we 
meet inmates Ruperto Poblador aka Lola (Jeigh Madjus), who choreographs the first prison 
dance routines, the prison hustler Hookaps (Norman Alconel), the prison’s resident poet 
Shakespeare (Nicco Lorenzo) and the prison’s newest inmate Christian (Mikey Bustos), to 
discover a tale of life, death, dreams, fears, and ultimately, redemption.

Prison Dancer has had many forms: as a web series, a stage musical and more. Here at Reel 
Asian it will be presented as “performative cinema”, a one-of-a-kind combination of video, 
live performance and audience participation you will not see anywhere else. Ultimately, Prison 
Dancer is a great time, carried out by immensely talented people both on-screen and behind 
the camera, and showcases the amazing talents of its stars, brought together from Broadway, 
film, recording studios, television and YouTube. Guiding this presentation of Prison Dancer is 
its creative team: writer/director Romeo Candido, writer Carmen De Jesus, and producer Ana 
Serrano, who together have created a unique experience that defies definition and changes 
the way we think about performance and media. 

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
Canada | 2012 | 60:00 | hd & live Performance 
director: romeo Candido | Producer: ana serrano | Writers: romeo Candido, Carmen de Jesus | Cinematographer: Barry Cheong | Editor: J. lee Williams | 
music: romeo Candido | Cast: Jeigh madjus, mikey Bustos, Catherine ricafort, matt Wells, nicco lorenzo, norman alconcel, Pierre angelo Bayuga, Joseph 
sevillo, ron Josol
Director, Cast & Crew in attendance

Join us at Reel Asian’s new Festival Hub, located at The 

Monarch just minutes away from The Royal. Join the director, 

cast and crew of our special transmedia presentation of 

Prison Dancer for a night of free Filipino food and sing-along 

karaoke. Prizes and surprises, drink specials, and more!

FRI NOV 9 | 8:00 PM - 2:00AM

The Monarch Festival Hub | 12 Clinton St 

Free | Open to the public

Prison Dancer Karaoke Afterparty

Prison dancer

ThE royal Fri noV 9    6:45 PmCENTrEPiECE PrESENTATiON

community partnerS

official selection–san Francisco international asian american Film Festival 2012 
outstanding Ensemble Performance, outstanding individual Performance, Excellence in 

Choreography–Prison dancer: the musical, new york musical theatre Festival 2012
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J.P. sniadecki is a Michigan native, award-winning 
filmmaker and founder and curator of Emergent Visions, 
a film series that promotes new independent cinema 
from China. libbie d. Cohn has lived and traveled widely 
in China since infancy.  She studied at Yale University, 
specializing in film and architecture, as well as history and 
culture of modern China.

A single, uninterrupted shot just shy of 80 minutes meanders through People’s Park in the 
heart of Chengdu, Sichuan province. Elegant and brilliantly composed at every turn, this 
documentary engages the senses and presents viewers an intimate cross-section of a Chinese 
urban oasis. Cohn and Sniadecki’s virtuosic cinematography is simple yet meticulous: one 
holds the camera while seated in a wheelchair and the other navigates their pre-determined 
path through the park. Passing lush lawns, waltzing couples and lounging musicians, People’s 
Park does not cease to mesmerize, as viewers are led to stroll along with the crowds in 
realtime through this microcosm of society.

The site of protests in 1911 that eventually brought down the Qing Dynasty and Chinese 
Imperial rule, People’s Park is now a stage for citizens of all ages and stripes to congregate 
and daydream, to set their own pace, to coexist in the closely shared social space. The 
unobtrusive gaze of the camera goes with the flow, meets the eyes of children and nonchalant 
retirees, captures a vivid array of activities and interactions while the air brims with karaoke 
tunes, idle conversation, and the casual music of erhus.

Like its many regulars, People’s Park sets its own pace and challenges the documentary 
filmmaking’s potential for engagement. The immersive power of cinema is mobilized to its 
fullest, inviting the viewer to participate in a meditative journey and rediscover the feeling of 
free time. With spontaneous moments of conviviality, People’s Park takes you through the 
dynamic range of leisure in the contemporary Chinese city.

       -Serena Lee

人民公園
toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd g
directors: libbie d. Cohn, J.P. sniadecki (both in attendance) | China/usa 2012 | 78:00 | hd | sichuanese, mandarin Chinese

PeoPle’s Park

community partnerS

official selection–Festival del Film locarno 2012
official selection–Vancouver international Film Festival 2012 
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中文名字

community partnerS

Whirling back to 1969, from Canada to India, through the 

vibrant colours of old wedding photos, the filmmaker asks her 

parents to recount the day they were married. Twenty years 

of estrangement after the end of their arranged marriage, we 

witness a story of strained love burnished over the years to a 

deep shine.     

    - Serena Lee

Ameesha Joshi* | Canada 2012 | 13:00 | MiniDV NTSC

I am what I ought to be

SPECiAl PrESENTATiONThE royalFri noV 9    8:45 Pm

musa syeed is an independent filmmaker and writer based in New York 
City. His debut narrative feature, Valley of Saints, premiered at the 2012 
Sundance Film Festival. As writer/director, Syeed received the Alfred 
P. Sloan Feature Film Production Award for his screenplay, a New 
York Foundation for the Arts fellowship, and a National Geographic 
All Roads grant. In anticipation of the film, he was named one of the “10 
to Watch in 2010” by the Independent Magazine. Syeed’s previous work 
includes Bronx Princess, A Son’s Sacrifice, and The Calling.

ameesha Joshi was born and raised in Toronto, but 
is now living in Montreal. She is a recent graduate 
of Concordia Masters Program in Film Production. 
Her work is often inspired by themes related to her 
Indian heritage, and she is currently working as a 
co-director on her first feature, With this Ring, about 
the Indian women’s boxing team.

Reel Asian is honoured to present the Toronto premiere of director Musa Syeed’s Sundance 
Film Festival multi-winner Valley of Saints as the festival’s inaugural South Asian feature film.  
Valley of Saints is a lyrically beautiful slice-of-life film with strong performances and lush 
cinematography that paints an ethereal atmosphere throughout its brief running time.

Dal Lake is widely considered to be the jewel of Kashmir. The lake is a sprawling aquatic 
community where idyllic life is often disrupted by political unrest that occurs on shore. Gulzar, 
a young working class boatman, lives with his elderly uncle but longs to escape with his 
best friend for the bright lights of the big city. When his plans are temporarily thwarted by 
a military curfew, Gulzar is forced to wait it out, and takes a job assisting Asifa, an attractive 
young scientist who is in Kashmir to collect water samples for an environmental study. As they 
navigate the floating landscape collecting samples, an unlikely relationship blossoms between 
the two that soon causes a rift between Gulzar and his best friend. When Asifa’s research 
reveals harmful pollutants in the water, Gulzar’s worldview is shaken as he realizes that his 
livelihood, as well as his community and its entire way of life, may soon disappear.

Syeed expertly contrasts two different worlds in his film. Life on shore is reality, while life on 
the lake is almost fantastical–a sanctuary away from the chains of law, greed and other human 
vices. But through Asifa’s scientific discoveries, real life consequences creep into the serene 
world of the lake. Enlightening and filled with visual splendour, Valley Of Saints is a dynamic 
yet sensitive film about finding one’s life path in a changing world.

       - Anderson Le

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director/Writer: musa syeed (in attendance) | kashmir/usa 2012 | 84:00 | hdCam | kashmiri w/ English subtitles
Producer: nicholas Bruckman | Cinematographer: yoni Brook | Editor: musa syeed
music: mubashir mohi-ud-din | Cast: gulzar Bhat, neelofar hamid, afzal sofi

valley oF saints

PRECEDED BY

alfred P. sloan Foundation Feature Film Prize, World Cinema audience award, 
sundance Film Festival 2012

*Director in attendance
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Since 1994, yao hung-i has worked at 3H Productions, the company of 
acclaimed Taiwanese director Hou Hsiao-hsien. Yao has worked on many 
of Hou’s films, and on many shorts and commercials as director and 
cinematographer. In 2005, his award-winning debut feature film, Reflections, 
showed at film festivals worldwide.

Regarded as one of China’s most respected artists, Liu Xiaodong has worked alongside Jia 
Zhang-ke and Zhang Yimou and considers auteurs Yao Hung-I and Hou Hsiao-hsien amongst 
his old friends. Following his journey to his hometown of Jincheng, in Liaoning Province, to 
paint portraits of his childhood friends in their everyday environment, Liu pronounced, “time 
is the greatest art of all”.  Indeed, when faced with the familiar yet disappearing landscape 
of his childhood memories–rolling green hills; winding rivers and dusty roads; luminous train 
rides; humble, quotidian work brings the artist to confront a complex and contradictory range 
of emotions and revelations. Not only have economic development and the passage of time 
changed the landscape of his rural home, but the faces of the people he grew up with.

With vivid images and studied composition, the brilliant cinematography is as painterly as 
Liu’s paintings are cinematic, situating the artist and his own artisitic process within each 
frame. Through the artist’s humourous diary entries and personal illustrations, Hometown Boy 
offers lyrical vignettes of a deeply rich and complex visual and oral art history. 

        - Aliza Ma

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd g 
director: yao hung-i  | taiwan/China 2011 | 72:00 | Bluray | mandarin w/ English subtitles
Producer: hou hsiao-hsien | Cinematographer: yao hung-yi | Editor: yao hung-yi
music: lim giong | Featuring: liu xiaodong

金城小子
hometown Boy Best documentary, taipei golden horse award 2011

grand Prize, Best director, Best documentary, taipei Film Festival 2012
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ThE royalFri noV 9    11:00 Pm

eric Khoo put Singapore on the international film map with his first feature 
Mee Pok Man (1995), picking up prizes at Fukuoka, Pusan and Singapore. 
His second feature 12 Storeys (1997) was the first Singaporean film to be 
invited officially to participate in the Cannes Film Festival. Mee Pok Man and 
12 Storeys have together been screened at over 60 film festivals. Khoo’s 
third feature Be With Me was selected as the opening film for the Directors’ 
Fortnight in Cannes 2005. Khoo is a recipient of Singapore’s highest arts 
honor: the Cultural Medallion by the President, and in 2008, he was awarded 
the “Chevalier de l’ordre des arts et des letters” from the French Minister of 
Culture.

Hailed by the New York Times as “one of Japan’s most important visual artists” with work 
translated into 17 languages Yasuhiro Tatsumi is a living legend–a manga pioneer and inventor 
of gekiga, a style of dark adult-themed comics that saw their advent in postwar Japan. The 
mature stories and bleak visuals of this manga style elevated the comic form from being the 
purview of children’s stories to a legitimate art form where mature themes could be explored. 
Like his literary contemporaries, Tatsumi’s stories reflected the major anxieties and alienation 
of regular people in fast-changing post-war Japan.

Eric Khoo was first introduced to the works of Tatsumi during his military service and was 
captivated by the sadness and beauty of the stories.  It was only when autobiographical 
manga A Drifting Life was published did Khoo discover Tatsumi was still alive and decided 
to pay tribute to the legendary artist by creating a film based on his life and work. Khoo 
lovingly strives to make the original work shine and reflect Tatsumi’s original character, and 
does so to great effect. Lifting Tatsumi’s arresting images from the page and putting them on 
the big screen, he strikes a balance between loyal reproduction and new rendition. Tatsumi’s 
fascinating and sinister short stories get cinematic treatment, as do the biographical elements 
about Tatsumi’s life. This animated biography is a real treat for Tatsumi’s admirers and those 
not familiar with his work are sure to become fans after seeing Khoo’s faithful tribute. 

      -Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd 18a
director: Eric khoo | singapore 2011 | 98:00 | hdCam | Japanese w/ English subtitles
Producers: tan Fong Cheng, Phil mitchell, Freddie yeo, Eric khoo | screenplay: Eric khoo, based on works by tatsumi yasuhiro | Editor: taufik ramadhan 
sound design: kazz | music: Christopher khoo, Christine sham | Cast: Bessho tetsuya, tatsumi yasuhiro

辰巳
tatsumi official selection–Cannes 2011 

official selection–international Film Festival rotterdam 2012
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community partnerS

sat noV 10    11:45 am

Moderated by: Ali Kazimi (3D Flic)

With: Park Hong-min

See page 61 for more details.

SAT NOV 10 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM  
Venue TBA | FREE | Open to the public

3D FLIC & CFC MEDIA LAB PRESENTS: 
3D FOR REAL

Park hong-min is currently at the Graduate School of Digital Image and 
Contents, Dongguk University in Korea. He received a B.A. from Hallim 
University and graduated summa cum laude from Dongah Institute of Media 
and Arts in film directing. A Fish is Park’s first feature and was the first 
3D film in competition for the International Film Festival Rotterdam Tiger 
Award in 2012. 

Often when we go to a multiplex theatre we’re faced with a choice, “Should I see the most 
recent blockbuster in 3D or save the extra couple bucks?” and we are left with varying results. 
Eschewing that trend is Park Hong-min’s A Fish, a stimulating independent 3D film that uses 
technology to amplify its story rather than as a marketing ploy. 

Jeon-hyuk is a professor who has hired a private detective to find his missing wife. The 
investigation leads him to Jindo Island, where his wife is rumored to have become a mudang 
(female shaman)—a medium between the human and spirit worlds. In his search for his wife, 
Jeon-hyuk tries to unravel the mystery of her disappearance while navigating the strange 
island town she has supposedly settled in. 

In A Fish, director Park explores the relationship between our world and the world of the 
spirits through his labyrinthine narrative and existential interstitials. Boats, and the islands of 
Jindo, are the meeting places of these worlds, represented by the land and the sea. It is Park’s 
use of the 3D medium, however, that makes the film unique. Though A Fish employs some of 
the requisite 3D tricks we’ve come to expect, Park specifically uses the format to convey a 
sense of the uncanny, to give us a gateway to an exploration of the spirit world. Shot on a slim 
budget but skillfully incorporating modern technology, this exciting film begins to scratch the 
surface of what is possible with 3D cinema—that it can help drive narrative storytelling to new 
heights instead of being a mere sideshow.

      -Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
Writer / director: Park hong-min (in attendance) | south korea 2011 | 97:00 | real d 3d | korean w/ English subtitles
Producer: Choi sung-won | Cinematographer: Choi sung-won | stereographer: nam Jin-ah | Editor: lee gang-hee
music: oh su-jin | Cast: lee Jang-hoon, kim sun-bin, Choi so-eun, Park no-sik, kwon yong-hwan

물고기
a Fish

A limited number of fish-shaped red bean cakes  
(붕어빵) will be served courtesy of Arirang Korea TV.

tiger award nominee, international Film Festival rotterdam 2012
official selection–Busan international Film Festival 2011

official selection–BFi london Film Festival 2012
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community partnerBorn in Jakarta, Kamila andini started out as a diver and photographer. 
She studied Sociology and Media Arts in Deakin University in Melbourne, 
Australia and began her professional career as a filmmaker making 
documentaries for WWF and Coremap about environmental subjects such 
as sea turtles and coral. Andini is now working on her second feature film, 
titled The Seen and Unseen. 

ThE royalsat noV 10    2:15 Pm

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director: kamila andini | indonesia 2011 | 100:00 | 35mm | indonesian w/ English subtitles
Producers: garin nugroho, nadine Chandrawinata, Wiwid setya, gita Fara | Writers: dirmawan hatta, kamila andini 
Cinematographer: rahmat “ipung” syaiful | Editor: Wawan i. Wibowo | sound:  sutrisno, khikmawan santosa | music: thoersi argeswara
Cast: gita novalista, atiqah hasiholan, reza rahadian, Eko 

In the picturesque Wakatobi Archipelago of Indonesia live the Bajo, a formerly nomadic 
people who live in houses built on coral reefs and whose livelihood revolves around the ocean. 
The daughter of famed Indonesian director Garin Nogroho, Kamila Andini’s first feature film 
The Mirror Never Lies gives us a look into Bajo culture and community through this beautiful 
coming-of-age story about a girl whose world is opened up by tragedy. 

Moody and insolent, Pakis (played by newcomer Gita Novalista) is a 12-year-old girl shaken 
by her father’s disappearance at sea. Pakis desperately hopes for her father’s return, wearing 
a mirror she is told will reveal him to her. Resigned to her husband’s fate, Pakis’ face-mask 
wearing mother Tayung (Atiqah Hasiholan) must balance her mourning with keeping the 
family afloat as a newly-single parent. Pakis and Tayung’s relationship is disrupted by the 
arrival of an urbanite scientist (Reza Rahadian), who boards with the family while researching 
the local marine ecology. Pakis’ only solace lies in her friendship with rascal neighbour boy 
Lumo (the adorable Eko) who has big dreams of escaping their small village for the big city. 

World-renowned for its breathtaking scenery by tourists and sea divers, the Wakatobi 
Archipelago is featured with stunning cinematography. However, Andini reaches beneath the 
beauty of the region, crafting a nuanced tale about the tenuous relationships between sea 
and community, mother and daughter, and life and death. Andini’s use of young non-actors 
Novalista and Eko with professional actors Hasiholan and Rahadian is seamless and natural. 
Andini’s debut feature tells a universal story for all ages about finding one’s way when most 
lost.

      – Aram Siu Wai Collier

Laut bercermin
the mirror never lies Earth grand Prix, tokyo international Film Festival 2011

FiPrEsCi Prize, hong kong international Film Festival 2012
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Exclusively for purchasers of the Rum’n’Roti film-and-party 

package, this after-party hangout (a “lime” in Trinidadian slang) 

includes an edible souvenir roti, wrapped in an original piece of 

art and a welcome cocktail. The package includes tickets and 

reserved seats to the preceding screening of Dal Puri Diaspora. 

Come relax to island sounds and enjoy island foods.  Limited 

tickets available.

SAT NOV 10 | 6:00 PM - 8:00PM
The Monarch Festival Hub | 12 Clinton St
$30 (includes film tickets) | Advance sales only  
No tickets sold at the door

Rum’n’Roti Lime

Born in Trinidad and Tobago, richard fung is now based in Toronto. His 
award-winning videos include the auto-ethographic works My Mother’s 
Place (1990) and Sea in the Blood (2000); explorations on queer sexualities 
such as Dirty Laundry (1996) and Rex vs. Singh (2008) (co-directed with 
John Greyson and Ali Kazimi); and politically charged issues including police 
racism in Out of the Blue, and Israel/Palestine in Jehad in Motion. He is a 
recipient of the Toronto Arts Award for Media Art. A former Rockefeller 
Fellow, Richard teaches at OCAD University. 

A warm bite of roti in Toronto’s Parkdale amidst mounds of snow is one step towards finding a 
taste of home, but neither taste nor home are easily defined or traced. In this mouth-watering 
documentary, the origins of dal puri, or roti as it is known locally, leads Toronto-based 
filmmaker Richard Fung across oceans from his native Trinidad to the Indian Subcontinent to 
explore the interwoven histories of peoples and palates.  

In his quest for the original dal puri, Fung interviews restaurateurs, foodies, scholars and 
locally renowned chefs in South Asia and the Caribbean. We catch tantalizing glimpses 
of flour-caked hands expertly rolling, kneading and stuffing the flatbread in its multiple 
succulent variations. From the dal puri of Bihar to the Trinidadian specialty named after its 
resemblance to a “busted-up shirt,” every name for roti reveals a different history.

For centuries, dal puri has been shared, altered and blended, mirroring the mélange of 
regional customs and dialects that thrive throughout South Asia and have been transplanted 
across the Atlantic. “The rivers flow and we have not been able to stem the flow of the rivers. 
There is no divide in terms of palate.” says Pushpesh Pant, an Indian food historian. Uncovering 
histories of colonialism, trade and immigration, Dal Puri Diaspora is a fascinating survey of 
regional specialties and cultural specificities. From sidewalk eateries and spice factories to 
home kitchens, Fung explores the mutability of borders when identity is considered through 
cuisine and the deliciously complex world of roti.

       - Serena Lee

sat noV 10    4:30 Pm

north amEriCan PrEmiErE | ratEd g
Writer / director: richard Fung (in attendance) | Canada 2012 | 80:00 | hdCam | English and Bhujpuri w/ English subtitle
Camera: richard Fung | Editor: dennis day | score and sound design: Phil strong

dal Puri diasPora official selection–trinidad + tobago Film Festival 2012
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community partnerSco-preSenter

Following the Canadian premiere of Jake Shimabukuro: Life 
on Four Strings, join torontoUKES & Corktown Ukulele Jam 

for a special edition of their “uke jams” – a live teach-in on 

the basics of ukulele technique. After watching the film, 

you’ll want to pick up and play and there’s no better way 

to learn than from Toronto’s diverse and welcoming ukulele 

community.

TorontoUKES & Corktown Ukulele Jam program our annual 

live music showcase with a slate of performances headlined 

by local ukulele prodigy Adrianne Chan. Chan personifies 

everything that Shimabukuro is about: musicality, hard work, 

perseverance, tenacity and flair. Her accomplishments have 

been directly influenced by how he represents these qualities. 

Reel Asian is proud to join torontoUKES in supporting the 

presence of this caliber of influence within our communities. 

SAT NOV 10 | 8:00 PM - 9:30PM
The Monarch Festival Hub | 12 Clinton St
$10 suggested donation / PWYC 

SAT NOV 10 | 9:30 PM - 2:00AM
The Monarch Festival Hub | 12 Clinton St 
$10 suggested donation / PWYC

Reel Asian Uke Jam

Live on Four Strings

Los Angeles-based filmmaker tadashi nakamura was named one of CNN’s 
“Young People Who Rock” for being the youngest filmmaker at the 2008 
Sundance Film Festival. Nakamura’s trilogy of documentary films on the 
Japanese American experience, Yellow Brotherhood (2003), Pilgrimage 
(2007) and A Song for Ourselves (2009) have garnered over 20 awards at 
film festivals around the world. In the words of film scholar B. Ruby Rich, 
“Nakamura takes the joy of activism and makes it downright contagious!”

The ukulele is a four stringed instrument with a limited range that conjures up images of 
Hawai’ian kitsch to most Mainlanders. But for Japanese Hawai’ian ukulele pioneer Jake 
Shimabukuro the instrument is much more. By playing rock, blues, jazz, and even traditional 
Japanese music, Shimbukuro unleashes the ukulele’s dynamic power, creating sounds not 
normally associated with the instrument. Make no mistake—Jake is a ukulele virtuoso, as 
innovative and identifiable with his instrument as musical innovators like Jimi Hendrix or  
Yo Yo Ma are with theirs. 

With the instrument that carried him through difficult days for his family and provided an 
outlet to make connections to people across the globe, Jake performs at gala-priced solo 
shows at concert halls to cozier events for children and seniors. He’s developed a loyal 
following and growing fan base because of his message that although “life isn’t always 
perfect, it can feel perfect” through music. 

Tadashi Nakamura’s feature documentary debut fulfills the promise of his short documentaries 
Yellow Brotherhood, Pilgrimage, and A Song For Ourselves, (Reel Asian 2005, 2007 and 
2009 respectively) by continuing his focus on the formative role of family, friendship and 
community balanced with slick visuals and kick ass music. Nakamura deftly uses archival 
photos and home movies that familiarize us with Jake and his personal and musical journey. 
From his modest upbringing in a single parent home to his questionable teenage 1990’s style 
choices, we feel as if Jake is someone we grew up with. You will want to pick up a “uke” and 
start jamming with him. 

     - Aram Siu Wai Collier

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd g
director: tadashi nakamura (in attendance) | usa 2012 | 55 min | hdCam 
Producer: donald young | Cinematography: Jim Choi, ka’alue anthony, tadashi nakamura 
Editor: tadashi nakamura | sound: adriano Bravo | music: Jake shimabukuro

Jake shimaBukuro: liFe on Four strings

This screening will be preceded by a live performance by 

Adrianne Chan, a Toronto-based Chinese Canadian ukulele 

musician. Performance produced by torontoUKES & Corktown 

Ukulele Jam.
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47feature presentation

community partnerS
After gaining experience as an animator, mamoru hosoda switched fields 
and became a director. He released The Girl Who Leapt Through Time in 
2006 with which he won numerous awards, including Animation of the 
Year at the Japan Academy Prizes, Special Distinction for Feature Film at 
the Annecy International Animated Film Festival, and the Gertie Award for 
the best animated feature film at the Sitges International Film Festival of 
Catalonia. His next film Summer Wars was awarded various prizes and was 
nominated for a 2011 Annie Award for Best Director.

From director Mamoru Hosoda (The Girl Who Leapt Through Time and Summer Wars) comes 
his latest masterpiece. Hana, a nineteen-year-old college student, falls in love with a man, only 
to discover  his secret: he is a direct descendent of the Japanese wolf. Nevertheless, they are 
in love, so they build a life together and bear two children: a son and daughter named Ame 
(Rain) and Yuki (Snow). Both children inherit lycan powers from their father and are able to 
vacillate between wolf and human forms.  

One night, the wolf father dies in an accident, while on the hunt to feed his children. Without 
their father to teach them control of their wolf powers, Hana makes a life-changing decision to 
take her children and live in isolation, moving to a rural town to raise her children in seclusion. 
Ame and Yuki suffer growing pains in their new environment, but soon must make a difficult 
life choice of their own: to lead a life as either a human or a wolf. 

Regarded by many as the heir apparent to Hayao Miyazaki (Spirited Away, My Neighbor 
Totoro), Mamoru Hosoda extends his lineage of humanistic stories with fantastical elements. 
With The Wolf Children, the universal themes of family, coming-of-age, adolescence and 
bereavement are explored in a realistic and touching way. The theme of nature versus nurture, 
especially when it comes to the wolf children themselves, run parallel to their mother’s story. 
Ame leans towards his wolf spirit with the forest surrounding him as a perfect home, while 
Yuki soon makes friends in school and gravitates to a conventional life. Between them, Hana 
struggles to cope as she preserves her family’s legacy and clings to the memory of her 
late husband. The Wolf Children is an enchanting film for all ages, with a strong ecological 
message.

       - Anderson Le

ThE royalsat noV 10    8:15 Pm

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director: mamoru hosoda | Japan 2012 | 117:00 | 35mm | Japanese w/ English subtitles
Producers: yuichiro saito, takuya ito, takashi Watanabe | Writers: satoko okudera, mamoru hosoda | Character design: yoshiyuki sadamoto 
music: masakatsu takagi | animation direction: takaaki yamashita | Cast: aoi miyazaki, takao osawa, haru kuroki, momoko oono, yukito nishii, amon kabe

おおかみこどもの雨と雪
wolF children official selection–BFi london Film Festival 2012

official selection–hawaii international Film Festival 2012 
official selection–reel anime 2012

©2012 “WolF ChildrEn” Film PartnErs





49feature presentation

SAT NOV 10 | 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM | Venue TBA 
For Industry and Festival Passholders only

Join Director David Wu for a panel on co-productions.  

See page 61 for details.

FRI NOV 9 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 
No One Writes to the Colonel (460 College St)
FREE | Open to public

See page 60 for details.

Co-Productions:  
Asian & North America

Master Class with David Wu

community partnerS

ThE royalsat noV 10    10:45 Pm

david Wu tai-wai is a prolific director, editor, producer, actor and writer who 
first established his name as a creative force in his native Hong Kong before 
bringing his impressive talents to the North American film and television 
industry. Wu has teamed with long-time collaborator John Woo on action 
classics including A Better Tomorrow, The Killer and Hard Boiled and Woo’s 
television series t, as both editor and director. A favourite among Chinese 
audiences, Wu directed and co-wrote the fantasy romance, The Bride 
with White Hair 2. Recently, he has helmed many TV series and directed 
and edited Plague City, a CTV feature movie about the SARS epidemic in 
Toronto, for which he was nominated for Best Director at the 2006 DGC 
Awards. 

Attention action film fans! David Wu, longtime collaborator of John Woo and editor of classics 
like A Better Tomorrow and Hard Boiled, presents Cold Steel, a Chinese war epic, after 17 
years of directing TV series in North America. Bomb blasting Cold Steel is packed with 
suspense and choreographed with jaw-dropping action sequences.  While the Shaw Brothers 
classics are infamous for their “lost-in-translation” subtitles, director Wu, who also penned 
the screenplay in Chinese, opted to work on the entire subtitling process and has included 
fun-filled North American slang and wise-cracks in the translated dialogue. For the first time, 
North American audience can finally laugh with, and not laugh at the subtitles!

American-born, Canadian-raised and Taiwanese-based singer/actor (and OCAD graduate) 
Peter Ho excels in the lead role as the coming-of-age hunter-turned-sniper Lianfeng, torn 
between his duty and honour under the guidance of his mentor, Mengzi (Tony Leung Ka Fai), 
and the irresistible widow with heart of gold Yan (Song Jia), who teaches Lianfeng about 
love and heartbreak. Wu employed a fluid editing technique optimizing the pace to showcase 
Lianfeng’s struggle, leading the audience through his personal journey of life-threatening 
crisis as well as life-altering commitments. Highly-strung, awesome visual effects are balanced 
by romantic illustrations swathed in a soul-stirring soundtrack to evoke the perfect blend of 
tragedy and fantasy against the cruel backdrop of war. 

       - Alice Shih

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd 18a
director: david Wu tai-wai (in attendance) | China/hong kong 2011 | 101:00 | 35mm | mandarin w/ English subtitles
Producer: he Qing | Writers: david Wu tai-wai, li xiao-min | Cinematography: horae Wong | Editor: david Wu tai-wai
music: lawrence shragge | Cast: Peter ho yun tung, tony leung ka Fei, song Jia 

遍地狼煙
cold steel

preSenting SponSor

legendary action Excellence award: david Wu, Fantastic Fest austin 2012
official selection–montreal Fantasia Film Festival 2012 

official selection–Palm springs international Film Festival 2012
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50 feature presentation ThE royal sun noV 11    1:00 Pm

debbie lum is a San Francisco-based filmmaker. Lum has worked as an 
editor and producer on many award-winning documentary and fiction films. 
Seeking Asian Female is her feature-length directing debut. She recently 
completed the PBS Producer’s Academy, holds an M.F.A. in Cinema from 
San Francisco State University and a B.A. in Religious Studies from Brown 
University.

Steven is a white male, twice-divorced and in his early 60s who fantasizes about having a 
sweet, subservient Asian bride; a “nightmare” for our narrator, Chinese-American filmmaker 
Debbie Lum, and an inflammatory subject at best. But after meeting Steven, Debbie decides 
his “yellow fever” is maybe the perfect subject for a documentary exposé of cultural 
stereotyping —until his fantasy comes true when Steven meets Sandy online who is a 30-year-
old woman from Shenzen, China. Expectations are overturned and misunderstanding reigns 
when Sandy leaves China for the first time and lands in California to marry Steven. With a 
healthy dose of skepticism and humour, Seeking Asian Female tells the universal yet specific 
story of marriage and the battle of the sexes, while wading the murky waters of documentary 
ethics. 

Without a green card, Sandy is house-bound but she is far from the docile mate Steven 
expected. Following Steven and Sandy through the rocky beginnings of their relationship, 
Debbie is thrown into the middle of their bizarre union to translate with her college-learnt 
Mandarin, and must challenge her own perspective and bias. Steven and Sandy establish 
an erratic bond and fragile trust that is tested daily, while Debbie asks herself if she has 
gone too far in steering their marriage for her lens. Bridging the gap between cultures is a 
position that mirrors the cross-cultural complexities of her own history: growing up Chinese 
American. Cleverly eschewing a sensationalist or exploitative approach, Debbie Lum navigates 
provocative ground with wit and empathy. Intimate and candidly quirky, Seeking Asian Female 
is ultimately a three-voiced story of dismantling stereotypes and building cultural sensitivity, 
that translates the complexities of globalization into a personal tale of compassion.

       - Serena Lee

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd 14a
director: debbie lum | usa 2012 | 85:00 | hdCam | English and mandarin w/ English subtitles
Producer: debbie lum | Writers: debbie lum, tina nguyen, amy Ferraris | Cinematographer: debbie lum | Editor: tina nguyen | music: gordy haab

seeking asian Female

Best Director, Documentary, Los Angeles Asian 
Pacific Film Festival 2012
Official Selection–SXSW Film Festival 2012
Official Selection–Silverdocs 2012
Official Selection–Vancouver International Film 
Festival 2012 
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BrothErs

* Directors in attendance

Born in Seoul in 1981, hayoun Kwon studied at the studio Le Fresnoy - 
National Studio of Contemporary Arts in France. Hayoun explores the story 
of her home country and the difficult and complex relationships it has been 
maintaining with Japan.

Lack of Evidence retraces the escape of a Nigerian child from a ritual killing 
at the hands of his father, who believes his twin sons are cursed. in this 
testimony reconstructed through hauntingly beautiful animation and voice-
over, we follow the journey of the surviving twin who escapes to Europe 
where he must face bureaucratic asylum procedures that demand proof 
where there is none.  

Hayoun Kwon | France 2011 | 9:20 | French w/ Eng. subtitles

lack of eviDence (manque De preuves)

mY granDpa
Eui Yong Zong* | Canada 2011 | 10:11 | Korean w/ Eng. sub.

Shooting with an unwavering lens, Eui Yong Zong confronts his family 
about his grandfather, a patriarch who was abandoned by his parents, 
failed in business and was a narcissistic pessimist. His death prompted no 
mourning in his children but served as an unlikely childhood inspiration to 
the filmmaker. 

Born in South Korea and raised in Northern China, eui yong Zong moved to 
Canada at the age of 16. Yong was a recipient of 2011 Allan King Memorial 
Prize for his short film. 

lou nakasako hails from San Francisco and holds a BA in Film and Television 
from the University of California, Los Angeles. 

Victoria molina de Carranza was born in Málaga, Spain, and has collaborated 
as a producer, screenwriter and actress in several shorts. Jahel José Guerra 
roa hails from Falcón, Venezuela but has lived in the United States, France 
and Barcelona, where she met Peng. This encounter resulted in de Carranza 
and Roa’s first documentary, produced while studying at the UAB. 

Lou Nakasako  | USA 2011 | 11:24

Victoria Molina de Carranza & Jahel José Guerra Roa
Spain 2010 |  28:19 |  Mandarin w/ Eng. sub.

Growing up on the gritty streets of Los Angeles, Song has always received 
the good grades, sitting shotgun to his reckless older brother, Gai Daan. 
With one mistake threatening to topple his dreams of collegiate success, 
Song learns through Gai Daan that honour is a complicated family affair and 
not a simple distinction of good and bad.  

Peng stares into his camcorder and with his down-to-earth charm draws the 
viewer into the unsentimental world of a Chinese immigrant drifting through 
Europe. Blurring the distinctions of autobiography and fiction, and amassed 
from years of working factory and restaurant jobs, this video-diary archives 
the day-to-day victories of an outsider’s survival.

BroThers

me llamo peng (mY name is peng)

Wesley Cho was born in 1981 in Seoul. He grew up in Canada and graduated 
from Chung-Ang University in 2006, majoring in Film and Theatre. He is 
currently studying for his PhD in Film & Visual at Dong-Guk University. 

Surrounded by hedonistic glamour and perilous sexual politics in a society 
that will not officially recognize their identities, four Thai transsexuals 
describe living and working as “Ladyboys” in Bangkok and Pattaya. Whether 
their hearts are set on tiaras or acceptance by family members, the stakes 
are high in this compelling and candid documentary.  

Transiam 
Wesley Cho | South Korea 2011 | 22:14 | Thai w/ Eng. subtitles

Toronto-based artist nobu adilman works in television, film, music, 
journalism, podcasting and web interactive. To celebrate the opening of 
the TIFF Bell Lightbox, he produced and directed the short documentary 
Starting Over: The Legacy of Leslie and Clara Reitman, and most recently 
founded choir! choir! choir!

Cinema’s heavyweights are graded according to strange tides in this 
unorthodox list.

Nobu Adilman* | Canada 2012 | 6:00

a+

– serena lee

ratEd 14a
From the full frontal stare of an unbatting, mascara-laced eye to the dispassionate gaze of a child who has seen it all, these films consider fallen 
heroes and arrested dreams. the stirring complexity of these films raises the bar and questions what it means to measure up.

hard look

community partnerS
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Community partners

OmNibUS PrESENTATiONsun noV 11    5:15 Pm

This omnibus presentation is an adroit collection of 20 short films, each five minutes in 
length, made by 10 internationally renowned filmmakers plus ten up-and-coming auteurs to 
commemorate the 100th anniversary and to highlight the uniqueness of Taiwan. Initiated by 
the Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival, the result is a series of scintillating journeys through 
exuberant landscapes–by train, bus and on foot–painting a comprehensive portrait of the 
post-New Wave(s) filmmaking milieu. 

With varied approaches to form and aesthetic (ranging from arte povera to meditative mood 
pieces, vérité to genre-bending exercises), the omnibus is a palette of contrasts: between the 
shimmering warm light awash in mountain mist and the cool neon gleam off the alleyways 
in the city nights, the sumptuousness of ‘60s glamour and trepid war-torn mise-en-scènes, 
restrained black-and-white and luscious colour. It is a bridge between the old and new: young 
director Hou Chi-jan’s Green Island Serenade recreates a historical studio recording session 
by a famed Chinese singer; prolific filmmaker Wang Toon nods to both Edward Yang and the 
encroachment of 3D cinema culture in a story about a visit to a shrine; Hou Hsiao-Hsien’s 
La Belle Epoque, with Shu Qi, could almost be an epilogue to Vicky’s story from Millennium 
Mambo (2001). Ranging from thriller to silent cinema to dark comedy, what transpires is a 
dynamic crossroad between powerful personal histories and multifaceted identities. 

       - Aliza Ma

toronto PrEmiErE| ratEd Pg
taiwan 2011 | 115:00 | dCP | mandarin w/ English subtitles
directors: Wang toon (the ritual); shen ko-shang (bus odyssey); Chu yen-ping (the orphans); ho Wi-ding (100); Wu nieh-jen (a Grocery Called forever); Wang 
shaudi (destined eruption); Chen kuo-fu (the debut); hou Chi-jan (Green island serenade); Wei te-sheng (debut); Chen yu-hsun sorry (hippocamp hair salon); 
Chang tso-chi (sparkles); leon dai (Key); Cheng Wen-tang (old man & me); sylvia Chang (the dusk of the Gods); Cheng yu-chieh (Unwritten rules); Chung mong-
hung (reverberation); yang ya-che (the singing boy); hsiao ya-chuan (something’s Gotta Give); arvin Chen (lane 256); hou hsiao-hsien (la belle epoque) 

十加十
10+10 official selection–Berlin international Film Festival 2012

official selection–hong kong international Film Festival 2012 
official selection–new york asian Film Festival 2012

preSenting SponSor
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preSenting SponSor

Following the awards presentation and closing night 

screening of Architecture 101, follow us a few steps down 

the street to our wrap-up party, where the DJs from  

Pop! Goes the World will spin KPop & JPop video  

mash-ups to close out our sweet 16th year with a  

celebration to remember!

Sun Nov 11 | 10:30 PM - 2:00 AM
Bar Italia | 582 College St
$10 | Free with Closing Night ticket stub

Closing Night Party

After gaining experience under director Bong Joon-ho in Memories of 
Murder, lee yong-joo worked as a scriptwriter. His directorial debut, 
the horror film Possessed, received international attention with its fresh 
take and unique narrative structure. Lee returns with his second film, 
Architecture 101, in which he incorporates his knowledge and experience 
acquired from studying and working in the field of architecture into his 
career as filmmaker and auteur. 

Ever wondered what happened to your first love from years ago? Of course you have. 
Whether your method is searching Facebook and Google or asking old friends, indulging 
curiosity about that first flame is near irresistible. In South Korea, the notion of chot sarang, or 
‘first love’, has been elevated to a cultural fascination and is the subject of many popular films 
and TV dramas. But of these, the Korean box office hit Architecture 101, with its star-studded 
cast and pitch-perfect tone, is sure to be a classic.

Seung-min (Uhm Tae-woong) is a weary thirtysomething architect in a major firm who is 
visited by a beautiful and wealthy woman who insists he build her a new house. The woman 
is revealed to be Seo-yeon (Han Ga-in), Seung-min’s classmate (and, of course, his secret first 
love) from their first year university architecture class. As Seung-min reacquaints himself with 
Seo-yeon in an effort to design her the perfect house, we are taken back to when the two first 
met as young university students (played by Lee Je-hoon (Bleak Night) and Bae Su-ji (from 
pop group Miss A)) as we learn what transpired between the two so long ago. 

Writer and director Lee Yong-joo, himself a student of architecture in university, has cleverly 
crafted a film based on themes relating to architecture: our relationship to time, place and 
other people. The film also mines 1990s nostalgia through witty references to Korean pop 
music, fashion and computers and features the faded, postcard-pretty images that often 
colour our memories. However, their amber tones obscure the fact that sometimes the 
memories of our first love can be painful. Architecture 101 hits all the notes, high and low, that 
we expect from a chot sarang Korean drama and will rekindle thoughts about loved ones from 
your past.      

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director: lee yong-joo (in attendance) | south korea | 2012 | 115:00 | dCP | korean w/ English subtitles
Producer: kim kyun-hee | Writer: lee yong-joo | Cinematographer: Jo sang-yoon 
Cast: han ga-in, uhm tae-woong, Bae su-ji, lee Je-hoon

건축학개론
architecture 101

The Closing Night Gala film will be preceded  
by Reel Asian’s 2012 Festival Awards Ceremony

Best new actress, Bae su-ji, Baeksung awards 2012
official selection–shanghai international Film Festival 2012 
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Buying singlE tiCkEts For riChmond hill 

•  Online sales for single shows begin October 9 through reelasian.com 
(powered by TicketWeb) and/or through rhcentre.ca; online sales 
end at 11:55 PM the day before the show.  Please note that tickets 
purchased online through TicketWeb will be available for pick-up only 
at the Reel Asian Box Office in the lobby of the Richmond Hill Centre 
for the Performing Arts (RHCPA) after 6:00 PM on November 16.  
Tickets purchased online through rhcentre.ca are available for pickup 
at the RHCPA Box Office 24 hours after purchase.

•  Walk-up sales begin at 10:00 AM on October 10 through the RHCPA 
Box Office (open Mondays through Saturdays 10:00 AM-6:00 PM) – 
last day for walk-up advance sales in Richmond Hill is November 15.  
No walk-up sales available at T.O. Tix.

•  During the Richmond Hill Festival (November 16-17), tickets for all 
shows may be purchased from the Reel Asian Box Office in the lobby 
of the RHCPA: 6:00 PM-8:00 PM on November 16 and 12:30 PM-7:30 PM 
on November 17.

Buying sCrEEning 4-PaCks For riChmond hill

•  Online sales for Screening 4-Packs available exclusively through 
reelasian.com (powered by TicketWeb) from 10:00 AM on October 
9 until 11:55 PM on November 5. Screening 4-Packs purchased online 
through TicketWeb will be available for pick-up at the will-call desk 
during the Toronto festival or from the Reel Asian Box Office in the  
lobby of the RHCPA after 6:00 PM on November 16.

•  Walk-up sales available in Toronto: October 9-November 3 through 
T.O. Tix. No walk-up sales for Screening 4-Packs available at the 
RHCPA Box Office.

richmond hill community partnerS

sCrEEning VEnuE

  Richmond Hill Centre  
for the Performing Arts 
10268 Yonge St. 
905-787-8471 8♿(⠿)8⚇



reel asian’s 2nD annual richmonD hill weekenD film fesTival

After a successful inaugural expansion to Richmond Hill last year, Reel Asian returns to the majestic Richmond Hill Centre for the 
Performing Arts for a second weekend film festival to bring the best in Asian cinema outside of downtown Toronto.  This year’s 
Richmond Hill selections will only be screened in the 905 region with special guests from Floating City and Fruithunters in attendance to 
help celebrate this annual event.

Thanks to the Town of Richmond Hill and our invaluable community partners for welcoming us back for a second year!

The RHCPA welcomes service animals and guide dogs. The venue has limited braille 
and is fully accessible with seating available for 8 wheelchairs and 8 support persons. 
Films not in English are presented with English subtitles. For more information on 
accessibility, please visit our website, email access@reelasian.com, or call 416-703-9333.

tiCkEts & PassEs:     rEgular  disCount 
PriCE PriCE*

Regular Screenings $12 $10

4-Pack (no galas or centrepiece, in advance only) $36 $30

*Discount applies to students (with valid current ID), seniors over 65 (no 
ID required) or volume sales (more than 10 tickets to any one show).  All 
ticket and pass item sales are final–no refunds or exchanges.  Admission to 
all events is subject to availability. For pass items, please see the back of the 
pass for additional terms & conditions specific to their use.
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preSenting SponSor

Special SponSor artiSt talk hoSt

Following our opening night screening of Floating City, join 

director Yim Ho in the lobby of the Richmond Hill Centre 

for the Performing Arts as we celebrate our second annual 

Richmond Hill weekend film festival with a free catered 

reception.  Enjoy complimentary Korean dishes courtesy  

of Owl of Minerva.

TUE NOV 13 | 5:00 PM – 7:00 PM 
Asian Institute at the Munk School of Global Affairs 
1 Devonshire Place, North House, Room 108N
Moderated by: Professor Bart Testa, Cinema Studies 
Institute, University of Toronto

FRI NOV 16 | 9:30 PM 
Richmond Hill Centre for the Performing Arts 
10268 Yonge St
Free for patrons of Floating City

Artist Talk with Yim Ho

Richmond Hill Opening Reception

yim ho is one of Hong Kong’s famous directors that came to prominence 
in the 1980s, and a leader of Hong Kong New Wave. After graduating from 
the London Film Institute, he began his career in television production and 
became a movie director in 1980. his well-known and critically acclaimed 
work includes Home Coming (1984), Red Dust (1990), The Day The 
Sun Turned Cold (1994) and The Sun Has Ears (1996), for which he won 
multiple awards at various film festivals, including Best Film, Best Director, 
Best Screenplay at HK Film Awards, Taipei Golden Horse Awards, Tokyo 
International Film Festival, and Berlin International Film Festival.

The pioneering Hong Kong New Wave auteur Yim Ho (Homecoming, Red Desert) returns to 
filmmaking with a sweeping social-historical drama set against the backdrop of the British-
colonized harbour that is still known today, appropriately, as “the Floating Village”. Inspired 
by the life stories of two fishermen Yim met two years ago, Floating City is the story of a half-
British, half-Chinese orphan name Bo Wah-Chuen (Aaron Kwok), as he rises from his bereft 
childhood on a Chinese fishing boat through the ranks of the notorious Imperial East India 
trading company. Grappling to define his own identity, Bo is forced to confront the realities of 
prejudice from class disparities and his conflicted devotion to his modest boat wife (Charlie 
Yeung) and his western-educated and cosmopolitan colleague (Annie Liu).

Reuniting two of Hong Kong’s veterans from After This Our Exile (Reel Asian 2006 Opening 
Night film), Floating City sees Aaron Kwok and Charlie Yeung reignite the screen with their 
indelible chemistry. Through the characters’ moments of suffering and loss, Floating City 
paints a deeply intimate and nostalgic portrayal of Hong Kong’s journey from a fishing village 
into the metropolitan city it is today. Often narrated by the character’s own voice, Bo’s 
story captures moments of social and political tumult in his surrounding world–creating a 
fascinating document of an often not looked at part of this island’s history.

       - Aliza Ma

riChmONd hill OPENiNgrichmond hill centre for the Performing ArtsFri noV 16    7:00 Pm

north amEriCan PrEmiErE | ratEd 14a
director: yim ho (in attendance) | hong kong 2012 | 100:00 | 35mm | Cantonese w/ English subtitles
Producers: yim ho, Carl Chang | Writers: yim ho, marco Pong | Cinematographer: ardy lam | Editor: stanley tam 
music: linq yim | Cast: aaron kwok, Charlie yeung, nina Paw, Josie ho, annie liu, Carlson Cheng

浮城大亨
Floating city official selection–tokyo international Film Festival 2012
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yi-Chien yang, is a violinist and filmmaker from southern 
Taiwan. Yang’s first screenplay Father’s Buddha was adapted 
from her second novel. Yang’s first short film 2+1 was selected 
in the Young Filmmaker Showcase in Taiwan Cinefest London 
2009. Cha Cha For Twins is her first feature film. Jim Wang 
holds an M.A. from the School of Journalism of National 
Taiwan University. He directed My Space Grandma which 
gained three wins and two nominations in the 44th Golden 
Bell Awards.

Adolescence is about defining one’s self and identity. Most struggle through it, finding ways  
to try on different identities, be it goth, jock, or drama geek, until one sticks. Imagine how hard 
it would be to feel like an individual when people fail to differentiate between you and your 
twin sibling! 

Poni and Mini do everything together: they go to the same school, get good grades, and play 
on the basketball team. But Poni, in typical teenage fashion, starts to feel angst about being 
so inextricably linked to her identical sister, and how it stands in her way of her individual 
identity. What was once convenient and even advantageous had become a burden, especially 
once they each catch the attention of two very different boys: the debate team captain and 
the school’s resident knuckle head, who can’t tell Poni and Mini apart.   

Cha Cha For Twins extends the recent tradition of a new Taiwanese cinema that favours 
accessible entertainment and that includes films that have appeared at Reel Asian like Au 
Revoir Taipei (Reel Asian 2010) and Jump Ashin! (Reel Asian 2011). Despite the commonality 
of multiples in the film landscape (Octomom, Jon & Kate Plus 8 or the Doublemint twins) the 
rarity of twins informs our cultural fascination with them. Cha Cha For Twins continues the 
theme of twins-induced mayhem in films like The Parent Trap (1961, 1998). But Writer and co-
Director Yang Yi-Chien, an award-winning novelist who based the film on her own experiences 
with a twin sibling, reaches into the emotional side of relationships between twin siblings and 
other people in this story about growing up while not forgetting who is important to you.

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

sat noV 17    1:30 Pmrichmond hill centre for the Performing Arts

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
directors: yang yi-Chien, Jim Wang | taiwan 2012 | 101:00 | 35mm | mandarin w/ English subtitles
Producers: oliver Chen, Chai-hao hsu, hank tseng | Writer: yang yi-Chien | Cinematographer: Fuji Fu
Editor: adong Chen | sound: du-Che tu | music: Wan-Chien yang | Cast: huang Peijia, Paul Chiang, yang lun ou

寶米恰恰
cha cha For twins Best narrative Feature, Best screenplay, taipei Film Festival 2012

preSenting SponSor
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Born in 1977, shuichi okita studied film at the Nihon University College of 
Art. His short film, Pots and Friends (2002), won the Grand Prize at the Mito 
Short Film Festival. His first feature, The Wonderful World, was released 
in 2006. After writing and directing TV dramas, he directed his second 
feature, The Chef of the South Polar (2009), which enjoyed a long theatrical 
run and earned him wide acclaim.

Katsu (Koji Yakusho), a 60 year-old lumberjack and widower, lives in a small tranquil village 
in the mountains. When a film crew suddenly arrives to shoot a zombie movie, Katsu finds 
himself unwittingly roped into assisting the production and is increasing frustrated by the 
pushy crew- especially the young, seemingly spineless director Koichi (Shun Oguri, Boys Over 
Flowers, Crows Zero). 

However, an improbable friendship soon develops between Katsu and Koichi, as Katsu comes 
to appreciate the filmmaking process, and helps Koichi to gradually recover his sense of self. 
Soon, their bond inspires an unusual collaboration between the villagers and the film crew. 

Actor Koji Yakusho has built an illustrious filmography and is one of the most revered actors 
working in Japan today. Ranging from Shall We Dance? and Thirteen Assassins, to Babel and 
Memoirs Of A Geisha, Yakusho’s performance as lonely lumberjack Katsu is played with the 
right mix of ennui, authority and small town naiveté.

       - Anderson Le

Canadian PrEmiErE | ratEd Pg
director: shuichi okita | Japan 2011 | 129:00 | 35mm | Japanese w/ English subtitles
Producers: shiro sasaki, satoshi arashi | Writer: Fumio moriya | Cinematographer: yuta tsukinaga | Editor: takeshi sato
sound: Wataru iwamaru | music: omu-tone | Cast: koji yakusho, shun oguri, kengo kora, asami usuda, kanji Furutachi, tsutomu yamazaki 

キツツキと雨

richmond hill centre for the Performing Arts

the woodsman and the rain special Jury Prize -  
2011 tokyo international Film Festival
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Join us in the lobby for the Richmond Hill Centre for the 

Performing Arts after our closing night screening of Fruit 
Hunters for a sampling of exotic fruits and produce as seen 

in the film.

SAT NOV 15 | 9:00 PM

Richmond Hill Centre for the Performing Arts 

10268 Yonge St

Free for patrons of the Richmond Hill Closing Night 

screening

Richmond Hill Closing Reception

yung Chang, made his feature documentary, Up The Yangtze in 2007. 
The film used China’s highly contested Three Gorges Dam as a dramatic 
backdrop for a moving and richly detailed narrative of a peasant family 
negotiating unprecedented historic changes. Up The Yangtze played at 
numerous festivals and was one of the top-grossing documentary box office 
releases in 2008. China Heavyweight is Chang’s sophomore film. It had 
its World Premiere at Sundance 2012 and is currently traveling the festival 
circuit. He is also currently writing Eggplant, his first feature film, about a 
Chinese wedding photographer.

In evolutionary terms, many believe the proteins we ingested from eating other animals 
contributed to humanity’s growing brain size, facilitating man’s top-of-the–food chain status 
through a newfound superior intelligence. But it is fruit that inspires imagination, fuels passion, 
and conjures nostalgia in us. And fruit could be the force that leads us towards a food 
revelation, if not a food revolution. 

Based on Adam Gollner’s bestselling book by the same name, award-winning Canadian 
documentary filmmaker Yung Chang’s The Fruit Hunters is a globetrotting tour of places and 
people to whom fruit is a way of life and not just a suggested daily dietary recommendation. 
From Borneo to Colombia, Italy to Hollywood, these fruit-obsessed individuals band together 
through the shared joy of sublime taste, a far cry from the tasteless factory-farmed apples, 
oranges and grapes most North Americans are subjected to. Fruit Hunters come from all 
walks of life, including life-long scientists, obsessed average joes, and celebrities like Bill 
Pullman, who search the world for new mango varieties, track down surreal-sounding fruit 
like orange cloudberry or the blackberry jam fruit, and the Superfruit, which alters your taste 
buds, making lemons taste sweet!  

The film reflects a Willy Wonka-like bounty of “nature’s candy” that is unknown to much of 
the world–a bounty also at risk from monoculture farming, deforestation and loss of cultural 
knowledge as humans increasingly urbanize. Although different in style and content from his 
China-centric documentary hits Up the Yangtze (2008) and China Heavyweight (2012), Chang 
continues to succeed at connecting up-close experiences to their distant origins.

      - Aram Siu Wai Collier

toronto PrEmiErE | ratEd g
director: yung Chang | Canada | 2012 | 90:00 | hd | English
Executive Producers: daniel Cross, ravida din | Producers: mila aung-thwin, Bob moore, kat Balau | Writers: yung Chang, mark slutsky 
Based on the book by adam gollner | Cinematographer: mark Ellam | Editor: hannele halm | sound: tod Van dyk, kyle stanfield (sound editor)
music: olivier alary | special Effects & animation: Brandon Blommaert, Fred Casia

sat noV 17    7:00 PmriChmONd hill ClOSiNg richmond hill centre for the Performing Arts

the Fruit hunters official selection–international documentary Film Festival amsterdam 2012 
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Howie Shia is a Toronto-
based illustrator, animator 
and composer. He is a 
co-founder of PPF House, 
an animation, design and 
music studio dedicated to 
creating both independent 
work as well as commercial 
animation, illustration 
and music for the likes of 
UN-Habitat, Disney, Nike 
and the NFB. Shia’s short 

films have screened and won awards at festivals 
and galleries around the world, and he is currently 
developing series concepts for Disney UK. Outside 
of film, Shia has done illustration and design work 
for a variety of periodicals and musicians and 
is a frequent contributor of sets, costumes and 
interactive projections to Toronto’s avant-garde 
theatre scene.

Sharlene Bamboat is a 
Toronto-based mixed 
media artist, working 
predominantly in film,  
video and performance.

Her work explores queering 
the narratives of diaspora, 
migration and nationalism. 
Bamboat’s work has 
screened across Canada, 
Germany, India, Pakistan and 

the United Kingdom. She is on the programming 
committee of the Pleasure Dome Film & Video 
Collective and is the programmer for the South 
Asian Visual Arts Centre.

Barbara Goslawski Barbara 
Goslawski has worked in 
several keys areas such 
as writer (POV, Globe 
and Mail, Cinemascope), 
broadcaster and 
independent programmer 
for diverse organizations 
such as the Independent 
Film Channel, FilmForest 
Cine-Club/University of 
Brussels and the Surprise 

Film Festival in Taiwan. Other career highlights 
include her arts administration position at the 
Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre, her 
recent Canadian Bureau Chief service for Box 
Office Magazine (USA) and current contributor 
to the Canadian Film Encyclopedia at the Toronto 
International Film Festival.

Jesse Wente is the Head 
of Film Programmes 
at TIFF Bell Lightbox. 
His responsibilities 
include film scheduling, 
programming new releases 
and overseeing series 
and TIFF Cinemathèque 
programming. Some 
of his contributions to 
programming include 
retrospectives on Roman 

Polanski, Bernardo Bertolucci, Ousmane Sembène 
and Studio Ghibli. the first Peoples Cinema: 1500 
nations, one tradition and its accompanying 
gallery exhibition home on native land marked 
Wente’s first major curatorial project at TIFF Bell 
Lightbox. Wente has also been a programmer for 
the imagineNATIVE Film and Media Festival. He 
is well known as a film critic and broadcaster in 
Toronto and across Canada. Before joining TIFF, he 
was as a weekly columnist on CBC Radio’s Metro 
Morning and 20 other local CBC Radio shows, 
covering film and pop culture

Alex Rogalski programs 
for Hot Docs and is a Short 
Cuts Canada Programmer 
for the Toronto International 
Film Festival. Rogalski 
regularly travels across 
North America as the 
Co-ordinator of the One 
Take Super 8 Event. His 
Super 8 programmes 
have been featured at 

the National Arts Centre, Images Festival, Pop 
Montreal and the WNDX Festival of Avant Garde 
Film. He has also curated film programmes for 
the Human Rights Watch Film Festival in Toronto, 
Pacific Cinematheque (Vancouver) and Winnipeg 
Cinematheque. Rogalski has a Master of Arts in 
Communications and Culture from York University 
in Toronto and continues to participate in 
academia. Most recently, Rogalski was an invited 
guest lecturer at Ryerson University, Concordia 
University, University of Regina and Oberlin 
College, Ohio.

Iris Ng is a Toronto-based 
freelance cinematographer 
who has been collaborating 
with award-winning 
filmmakers and artists 
for over a decade. Her 
credits in narrative, art, 
and documentary films in 
addition to commercials, 
music videos, and series 
television have taken her 
to dynamic locations in 

Asia, Africa, Europe, and across North America. 
Her work has been screened in festivals and 
installations around the world including Sarah 
Polley’s stories We tell, Angad Singh Bhalla’s 
herman’s house, Rama Rau’s the market, Min 
Sook Lee’s my toxic baby and international art 
installation projects by Luis Jacob, Chris Curreri, 
and Oliver Husain.

Silva Basmajian‘s catalogue 
of more than 80 NFB films 
has garnered numerous 
awards and has led to 
screenings at many 
international festivals, 
including Berlin, Toronto 
and Sundance. Basmajian 
is currently an Executive 
Producer at the NFB’s 
Ontario Centre and 
champions projects that 

redefine documentary film, such as the award-
winning and ongoing highrise, a multi-year, multi-
media, collaborative documentary project about 
the human experience in global vertical suburbs. 
Most recently, she co-produced the critically 
acclaimed and International Emmy Award-winning 
life With murder.

Paritosh Mehta joined 
OMNI Television, a division 
of Rogers Media Inc. 
and one of Canada’s 
largest integrated media 
organizations, in December 
1998. As Director of 
Independent Production 
Development, Mehta is 
responsible for directing 
original programming 
from 28 community 

groups, enforcing compliance with OMNI’s 
licensing commitments and managing the overall 
budget and contract management function for 
independent productions. Prior to OMNI, Mehta 
worked at Vision TV. Mehta is a graduate of 
Ryerson University where he earned a degree in 
Radio & Television Arts, with a specialization in 
communications. Mehta also holds a Bachelor of 
Commerce degree from Bombay University, India.

Richie Mehta‘s debut 
feature film amal shot to 
critical acclaim and helped 
define him as one of the 
stars of Canadian film. It 
has won more than 30 
international awards, was 
nominated for six Genie 
awards, and was named one 
of the top 10 Canadian films 
of the decade by Playback 
magazine. Also written by 

Mehta, amal is currently being adapted into an 
American remake by producer Oprah Winfrey and 
Harpo Films. Mehta’s short films have screened 
and won prizes at international festivals including 
Berlin, Telluride, Worldwide Shorts, Palm Springs, 
and the United Nations. Trained as a painter 
and sculptor, Mehta attended the University of 
Toronto’s Art and Art History and Cinema Studies 
program and Sheridan College’s Advanced 
Television and Film program. He has been 
mentored by directors such as Wim Wenders, 
Shekhar Kapur and Brian DePalma. Mehta is 
currently working on two feature films, including 
i’ll follow you down, starring Haley Joel Osment, 
Gillian Anderson, Victor Garber, and Rufus Sewell.

canaDian & shorTs jurY

feaTures jurY

piTch jurY

Special Guest Juror 
David Wu Tai-wai, 
Director (Cold Steel). 

See page 49 for more 
complete biography.
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weDnesDaY, nov 7
sCriPtWriting: 
hoW to WritE a FEaturE Film that PEoPlE Want to sEE
WED NOV 7 | 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM - MASTER CLASS  
Pre-registration required

12:00 PM - 1:30 PM | SCRIPTWRITING WORKSHOP

Writer/story editor Elke Town leads this two-part session. Study one short 
film clip for the essential elements of a successful feature film, with a focus 
on structure and character. Participants may present their own projects and 
full participation is strongly encouraged. The workshop will be preceded by 
a Master Class (pre-registration required) in which two writers (or teams) 
will work one-on-one with Town to further develop an existing or new 
feature film project. 

With: Elke Town, Writer/Story Editor (Storyworks)

gEt your Film to markEt
WED NOV 7 | 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

Learn how to leverage festival activity into a sale for your film. Get tips 
for creating a solid and realistic plan that incorporates a sound budget, 
effective marketing elements and distribution tactics. No film is too big or 
small to benefit from good strategy, so start here!

• With: Jennifer Chen, Vice President Programming (Channel Zero)

rEnaissanCE FilmmakErs
WED, NOV 7 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM | FREE | Open to the public

How can filmmakers use their skills to make a living outside of filmmaking 
or during its pursuit? These professionals use their unique talent and 
training to make the medium work for them. Perfect for anyone interested 
in career possibilities in our new media world. 

•  With:  Aleysa Young, Commercial Director (Untitled Films) 
Nathalie Younglai, Writer-Director

additional guests tba

thE art oF ProduCing art 
Canadian sPotlight: miChaEl Fukushima
WED, NOV 7 | 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM | INNIS TOWN HALL (2 Sussex Ave, 
University of Toronto)

Award-winning producer Michael Fukushima investigates the role of 
creativity and demystifies the producing process. Ticket required. See page 
13 for more information.

•  With:  Michael Fukushima, Producer (National Film Board of Canada)

ThursDaY, nov 8
artist talk: kim myung-mook (stateless thinGs)
THUR NOV 8 | 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM | FREE | Open to the public

Internationally acclaimed indie filmmaker Kim Myung-mook exhibits his 
dark, dreamy and fragmented parable set in the heartlessness of Seoul. Get 
ready to delve deep into the fringes of society where stories of tragedy 
and hope carve a distinct portrait of the South Korean city that is rarely 
illustrated in the work of Kim’s contemporaries. For more information, 
please see page 17.

•  Moderated by: Jon Davies, Curator (Oakville Galleries)

•  With: Kim Myung-mook, Director (stateless things)

BusinEss & lEgal ‘Fun’damEntals
THUR NOV 8 
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM - MASTER CLASS (Pre-registration required) 
1:30 PM - 3:00 PM - BUSINESS & LEGAL WORKSHOP

Calling all emerging producers! Formulating your business plan is a 
fun, creative and essential process that will help drive your production 
to maximum financial success, with the right kind of guidance. From 
inception to production to distribution, proactive business affairs and 
legal experts will share advice on what factors need to be considered, and 
their relationship to your project’s timeline. Workshop will be preceded 
by a hands-on Master Class (pre-registration required) where registrants’ 
business plans will be assessed in-depth.

•  Moderated by: Karla Bobadilla, Lawyer (Lewis Birnberg Hanet, LLP) & 
Chair, Board of Directors (Reel Asian)

•  With: Eric Birnberg, LL.B., Co-founder (Behind The Scenes Services)
Thomas Walden, C.A., Co-Founder (Behind The Scenes Services)

friDaY, nov 9
Food For thought
FRI NOV 9 | 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM | FREE | Open to the public

What is the role of food? While it is often the gateway to culture and 
tradition, the assembled group of diverse cineastes and food lovers begin 
at the intersection where food meets film. Expect a cornucopia of insight 
into how communities are defined by their distinctive and delectable treats, 
how contemporary food culture has developed and a geek-out with the 
audience through a collective fascination with food.

•  With:   Richard Fung, Director (dal Puri diaspora) 
Althea Balmes, Director (suman ladies) 
Yung Chang, Director (the fruit hunters)

additional guests tba

mastEr Class: daVid Wu tai-Wai (Cold steel)
FRI, NOV 9 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM | FREE | Open to the public

Join the action with Hong Kong feature film veteran David Wu Tai-wai as 
he shares a personal behind-the-scenes look at the making of the action-
packed Cold steel, the art of editing and his longtime collaboration with 
genre legend John Woo (bullet in the head, hardboiled).

• Moderated by: Alice Shih, Film Critic (Fairchild Radio)

•  With:  David Wu Tai-wai, Director (Cold steel) 
Colin Geddes, Programmer (Toronto International Film Festival)

The sevenTh annual inDusTrY series
industry sEriEs Pass: $40
$36 discount available to students (with valid student ID), seniors 65+ (no ID required) and for group sales (by arrangement)

Speed Dating & Meet Market: $20 at door

Meet Market: $5 at door

Use your Industry Series Pass to:

* Attend and network during all Industry-designated sessions & events on this page 
* Redeem up to four tickets to any screening (excluding Opening & Closing Night films; including Richmond Hill screenings) 
* Access the Monarch Festival Hub (12 Clinton St) 

Unless otherwise noted, all Industry Series events are open to Industry Pass and Festival Pass holders November 7-11 during the Downtown Toronto festival at:

Industry Series Hub - No One Writes to the Colonel (460 College St)

Complete Industry Series information and downloadable brochure available at reelasian.com.  
Pre-register for applicable sessions by contacting industry@reelasian.com.
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QuEEr Film 
FRI NOV 9 | 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM | University College RM 179, University of 
Toronto

Hosted by the prestigious Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity 
Studies, questions about how sexuality impacts a filmmaker’s work will 
drive a broader discussion about today’s essential queer and identity issues.

With: Kim Myung-Mook, Director (stateless things)

additional guests tba

sPEEd dating
FRI NOV 9 | 3:00 PM - 4:30 PM | Pre-registration required

$20 (includes Meet Market) | Free for Pass holders

Get set up with that special someone (or two, or more) from our formidable 
slate of industry experts and seasoned professionals. Gain valuable 
knowledge, obtain game-changing guidance and make a great impression 
for your current or next project.  

MENTORS

• Brad Horvath, Head of Acquisitions and Domestic Sales (Ouat Media) 

•  Magali Simard, Short Cuts Canada Programmer (TIFF) 

•  Paritosh Mehta, Director, Independent Production Development (Rogers Media) 

• David Wu Tai-wai, Filmmaker (Cold steel, see page 49 for more info)

• Linda Fong, Independent Production Officer (TVO)

•  Patricia Lee, Manager of Development, TV Interactive (Corus Entertainment)

additional mentors tba

mEEt markEt
FRI NOV 9 | 4:30 PM - 6:30 PM 

$5 | Free with Industry Series Pass

You never know who you’ll meet whether you’re fresh from your Speed 
Dating rounds or coming straight from work. Why not cool off at our 
Industry Hub, chat with a Speed Dating Mentor over a drink or make a few 
creative connections with new acquaintances? Remember, what happens in 
the Industry Hub doesn’t stay in the Industry Hub.

saTurDaY, nov 10
transmEdia World ExPrEss
SAT NOV 10 | 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM | Venue tba | FREE | Open to the public

Next stop: transmedia success! With such a wide array of interactive tools 
available to filmmakers, we highlight hybrid projects while discussing 
what they’ve been getting right, the challenges involved in producing for 
multiple platforms, utilizing the popular web series format and making real 
connections with an audience. Co-presented by Transmedia 101. 

• Moderated by: Anthea Foyer (Transmedia 101)

•  With:  Romeo Candido, Director (Prison dancer) 
Ana Serrano, Producer (Prison dancer) 
Jay Ferguson, Creator (Guidestones)

3d FliC & CFC mEdia laB PrEsEnts: 3d For rEal
SAT NOV 10 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM | Venue tba | FREE | Open to the public

How can 3D be used to further storytelling with independent budget 
constraints? This type of filmmaking technology demands a fresh breed of 
director to harness unprecedented levels of creativity and resourcefulness. 
The rich possibilities of 3D filmmaking on a budget will spur lively 
discussion on visionary filmmaking that incorporates technology to 
extraordinary effect. 3D examples will be shown.

• Moderated by: Guest TBA (CFC Media Lab)

•  With:  Park Hong-min, Director (a fish) 
Ali Kazimi (3D Flic) 
Laurie Wilcox (3D Flic)

additional guests tba

Co-ProduCtions: asia & north amEriCa
SAT NOV 10 | 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM | Venue tba

With strong ties being forged between North America and East, Southeast 
and South Asia, filmmakers join industry professionals to share valuable 
insight about their ‘co-pro’ experiences, what to watch out for and the 
mechanisms that facilitate these partnerships such as the China Mainland 
and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement.  

•  With:  David Wu Tai-wai, Director (Cold steel) 
Gloria Lo (Hong Kong Economic & Trade Office) 
Sidney Chiu, Producer (SC Productions) 
Yung Chang, Director (the fruit hunters) 
Han Yan, Director (first time) 
Jiang Yanming, President (China Lion Entertainment)

additional Guests tba 

sunDaY, nov 11
SO YOU THINK YOU CAN PITCH? liVE FinalE
SUN NOV 11 | 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM | THE ROYAL CINEMA (608 COLLEGE ST) 
FREE | Open to the public

Bring protection! Pitch finalists face off in front of Special Guest Juror David 
Wu (Cold steel), who ratchets up the action intensity alongside our new 
Pitch Jury for this exciting public event. See page 57 for more information.

• Hosted by: Keith Cole, Performer & Filmmaker

•  Pitch Clinic Coach: John Galway, President (Astral’s Harold Greenberg 
Fund)

3d FliC & CFC mEdia laB industry sEriEs rECEPtion
SUN, NOV 11 | 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM | NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL 
(460 College St.)

Join us as we announce the winners of our So You Think You Can Pitch? 
competition. Mingle and network with 3D filmmakers, industry professionals 
and festival delegates while we toast all Pitch finalists in our wrap-up of yet 
another successful annual Industry Series at Reel Asian. 

TuesDaY, nov 13
ARTIST TALK: YIM HO (FLOATING CITY)
TUE NOV 13 | 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM

See page 55 for more info

so You Think You can piTch? awarDs 
EstaBlishEd FilmmakEr CatEgory

This award has a $5,000 value ($18,000 value at industry rental rates)

 ·  2-hour business affairs & legal consultation with Behind the Scenes Services

 ·  Opportunity to screen work at the 2013 Toronto Reel Asian International Film 

Festival with full festival accreditation

 · $2,000 cash

 · Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1

 ·   A production workflow consultation with Charles Street Video 

that includes:

  · $2,000 in edit suite access

  · $700 in production equipment rentals 

  · $400 artist fee

  · two x 7-hour sessions with Charles Street Video’s in-house editor

  · One-year membership with Charles Street Video

EmErging FilmmakEr CatEgory

This award has a $3,000 value ($10,000 value at industry rental rates)

 · 2-hour business affairs & legal consultation with Behind the Scenes

 ·  Opportunity to screen work at the 2013 Toronto Reel Asian International Film 

Festival with full festival accreditation

 · $2,000 cash

 · Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1

 ·  A production workflow consultation with Charles Street Video that includes:

  · $1,400 in edit suite access and/or production equipment rentals 

  · $250 artist fee

  · two sessions with Charles Street Video’s in-house editor

  ·  One-year membership with Charles Street Video
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Four men perched in a tree, starkly illuminated with green fluorescent light and surrounded 
by darkness. They mimic the calls of animals, clucking, barking, as livestock and fowl, implying 
(mis)communication in Chicken Speak to Duck, Dog Speak to Pig. Meanwhile strange activities 
take place among village locals in the South Stone. Fluctuating city sounds from afar provide 
the soundtrack for two figures acrobatically fishing out vegetables from a stream of still water. 

Rolling up the stairs of the Guangdong Museum of Arts, the grim grandeur of Guangzhou’s 
cityscape takes on a personal scale as a man insists on getting “through” his “Obstacles” 
against the vast backdrop of vacant public space. The unified sound of “discipline-building” 
marches of 1,2,3,4 and chants of over one thousand immigrant workers from fifty companies in 
Shanghai and Shenzhen invokes the adrenaline of collectivity and with it, complex desires.

Highly stylized and masterfully edited, these works by Chinese artist Zhou Tao give fascinating 
insight into the social and economic dimensions of living in Chinese urban, suburban, and 
rural atmospheres. Whether somersaulting through cityscapes or imitating farm animals, Zhou 
works through performance and cinema with a language that embraces open narrative as a 
metaphorical philosophy for survival in contemporary China.

An alchemist of the ordinary, Zhou’s intuitive and investigative methodology is equal parts 
serendipitous flair and meticulous planning. Partly “realized” through months of on location 
researching, collecting and responding to emotional moments, and partly “fictionalized” 
with rehearsed performance, Zhou treats site and character as bodies capable of both 
spontaneous and habituated gestures; the camera, the performers, the city and village all 
become extensions of the artist’s body. Subtly shifting focus on the environment-as-stage to 
the performers, Zhou uses the physical and sensory language of the body to do the talking. 

Collector(s) is Zhou Tao’s first solo exhibition in Canada, showcasing Zhou’s methodology 
and process, where his full body of video-based work intersects the Reel Asian Film Festival 
at different angles and culminates at TPW R&D. As an integral part of his practice, Zhou’s 
drawings, storyboards, writings, and diagrammatic material from his working process will also 
be presented as parallel dimensions to his video works.

       - Siya Chen

artist: Zhou tao | China, 2003 - 2012 | Video 
Curated by siya Chen and he Cong 
Courtesy of Vitamin Creative space, China

collector(s)

Zhou tao is an interdisciplinary artist based in Guangzhou, China. Born in 1976 in 
Changsha, Hunan Province, Zhou graduated from Guangzhou Academy of Fine 
Arts in 2006 and won the Asian Cultural Council scholarship in 2009. Zhou is 
currently enrolled in the residency program of Kadist Art Foundation in Paris. He 
has presented international solo exhibitions at Times Museum, Guangzhou (2012), 
MIT List Visual Arts Center, San Francisco and Los Angles (2011). His works have 
been shown in numerous exhibitions, including Beyond the Crisis, the 6th Curitiba 
Biennale, Brazil (2011), Thirty Years of Chinese Contemporary Art - Moving Image 

in China (1988-2011), Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai (2011), BodyTalks in Maastricht, Museum Het 
Demein, Netherlands (2011), Yes, But--, Location One, New York, NY (2010), Dress Codes, The Third 
ICP Triennial of Photography and Video, ICP International Center for Photography, NY (2009), The Big 
World: Recent Art from China, Chicago Cultural Center (2009), Louis Vuitton: A Passion for Creation, 
Hong Kong Museum of Art (2009), 7th Shanghai Biennale, Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai (2008), 
China Power Station Part III, MUDAM, Luxembourg (2008), Guangzhou Station: Special Exhibition of 
Contemporary Art of Guangdong (2007), China Power Station Part II, Astrup Fearnley Museum of 
Modern Art, Oslo (2007), and Archaeology of the Future: The 2nd Triennial of Chinese Art, Nanjing 
Museum, Nanjing (2005).

ExhibiTiON: COllECTOr(S)

co-preSenter

TPW R&D

TPW R&D, a project of Gallery TPW, is a transitional and 

flexible storefront space for shared research and the 

development of critical discourse.

VEnuEs

TPw r&D 
1256 Dundas St W 
Gallery hours: Wed to Sat 12:00-5:00 PM
416-645-1066
gallerytpw.ca

Innis College 
2 Sussex Ave
416-946-7066

VIDEO LOOP PROJECTION  
WITH SOUND

OPENING RECEPTION

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

nov 8 | 5:30–8:00PM
TPW R&D

nov 14 | 6:00–9:00PM
TPW R&D

nov 7 – 8 | Sundown
Innis College Lobby

1, 2, 3, 4 
Zhou Tao | China 2008 | 3:33

ExhibiTiON
noV 7-17 
innis College & tPW r&d
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Beginning with the Yuan dynasty scroll painting Autumn Colors on the Que and Hua Mountains (鵲華秋色), 
Vancouver-based artist Hank Bull bridges the classical and the contemporary through this special video 
presentation and lecture. The art of Chinese landscape painting is interpreted through cinematic image; in 
his wide-ranging illustrated performance, Bull unfurls this aesthetic tradition in connection with historical and 
current political relations between China, Taiwan, Japan, and Canada.

The delicately rendered mountains of this Chinese masterpiece were painted from memory by the celebrated 
artist Zhao Mengfu in 1296. Taking artistic license with the actual distance between the mountain ranges, 
Zhao chose to depict a seamless, flowing vista for a unique perspective on natural beauty. Re-imagining 
the geography and pairing nuanced references to archaic brushwork with calligraphic innovation, Zhao’s 
interpretive strokes are echoed centuries later in Bull’s video exploration of the same landscape. Shot in 1997 
in the outskirts of Jinan, Shandong Province, Bull’s video shows a contemporary landscape with bridges 
and expressways alongside wheat fields that are harvested by hand, just as they were 800 years ago. Zhao 
inscribed his painting with historical references to ancient techniques and texts; continuing the tradition, Bull 
alludes to the landscapes of Hokusai, Monet, and Van Gogh, for a panorama of our timeless fascination with 
the natural sublime.         
         - Serena Lee

Showcasing new perspectives on the nature of “live-ness” and performance for the camera, Exhibition as a Guest and 
Host draws from the performative in the video works of featured contemporary Chinese artists, as its main point of 
departure. The selected works encompass performance for the camera through to slight interventions in public space, 
rather than video documentation. The artists share their relationships with their environments, and the systems they 
work in and challenge our understanding and expectations as a viewer. Responding to this “live-ness”, the exhibition 
adopts a similar performative format by proposing new relations in space and time to the viewer. 

Spotlighting the generation of artists whose work emerged after the burst of the Chinese market bubble, this selection 
of videos is a uniquely dispersed configuration. The simultaneous presentation of videos in different institutions 
provides an overview of each artist’s practice while offering a unique interpretation of the group show format that is 
not bound by a physical space or direct proximity. Each video “guest” unit has a resonance with its host site, evoking 
unusual relations of viewing through these encounters.

Exhibition as a Guest and Host invites a Special Mobile Unit by Video Bureau—the first artist-initiated institution in 
China focusing on video—to share its video archive throughout the run of the exhibition. As a touring guest from 
venue to venue for one month, Video Bureau will provide a historical look at video art in China. With over 100 works 
to date, Video Bureau focuses on individual artists as case studies rather than a historical timeline of video art. The 
audience will have access to the overall archive and will be free to select and view works, playing host and guest 
throughout the whole project
        - Yan Wu

artist: hank Bull | Canada 2012 
Video screening and  
Performance lecture | 60:00

autumn 
colours 
aFter Zhao 
mengFu

exhiBition 
as a guest 
and host 

AUTUmN COlOUrS AfTEr ZhAO mENgfU & ExhibiTiON AS A gUEST ANd hOST

East Gallery
334 Dundas St W
FRI NOV 9, 5:00PM - 7:00PM

OCT 24 - NOV 17
Curated by Biljana Ciric
Artists:  Li Ran, Hu Xiangqian,  

Yan Xing (China)
Special guest/host: Video Bureau (China)
Exhibition host venues 
•  InterAccess 

 9 ossington ave 
interaccess.org

•  Art Metropole 
1490 dundas street West 
artmetropole.com

•  University of Toronto Art Centre 
15 king’s College Circle 
utac.utoronto.ca

•  Monarch Festival Hub (Nov 9 – 11) 
12 Clinton st 
themonarchtavern.com

Born in Calgary in 1949, Hank Bull started his artistic career as a Blues pianist, touring Canada and Europe. In 1973, he 
joined the Western Front, and has produced work in a wide range of media, including radio, video, sound, performance, 
telecommunications, and painting. In 1999 he co-founded Centre A, the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary 
Asian Art in Vancouver. From 2002 to 2008, he was a member of the Sectoral Committee for Arts and Culture of the 
Canadian Commission for UNESCO, and from 2008 to 2009, he was a regular contributor to the Governor General’s 
committee on arts and culture.  He has recently presented new paintings and video in a solo exhibition in Tokyo, Japan, and 
at Vancouver.

Biljana Ciric is an independent curator based in Shanghai. She graduated from East China Normal University in Shanghai 
with a M.A in Art history and was the director of the Curatorial Department at the Shanghai Duolun Museum of Modern 
Art. Her ambitious project Migration Addicts was presented at the 52nd Venice Biennale. Her exhibition projects 
include Strategies from Within - Contemporary Art Practices in Vietnam and Cambodia (Ke Center of Contemporary 
Arts) and a major retrospective of Yoko Ono (Ke Center for Contemporary Art, Guangdong Museum of Art). 

co-preSenter

community partnerS



prinT source

10 + 10 

kate Shiu

huayi Brothers media corp.

kate.shiu@huayimedia.com

108 phreng rdog / 108 
prayer BeadS

han han li

mali_han@hotmail.com

a+

eva kolcze

cFmdc

bookings@cfmdc.org

cfmdc.org

architecture 101

eunhye Byeon

lotte cinema/lotte 
entertainment

r333@lotte.net

BrotherS

lou nakasako

lnakasako@gmail.com

canadian Spotlight 
program on michael 
FukuShima:

minoru: memory of exile

cnote

Flutter

Jamie lo Small and Shy

dimanche (Sunday)

national Film Board of 
canada

e.labbe@nfb.ca

cold Steel

annson yan

Zhejiang hengdian Film 
production co, ltd

annson2006@hotmail.com

dal puri diaSpora

erik martinson

Vtape

info@vtape.org

vtape.org

daylight SaVingS

dave Boyle

tiger industry Films

tigerindustryfilms@gmail.
com

tigerindustryfilms.com

egg and Stone

ryuji otsuka

yellow-green pi

ryujiotsuka@hotmail.com

FirSt time

June wu

edko Films limited 

wujune@edkofilm.com.hk

a FiSh

isabelle park

mirovision inc.

isabelle@mirovision.com

mirovision.com

Floating city

crystal decker 

well go uSa 
entertainment 

crystal@wellgousa.com

wellgousa.com

Friday diary

Xiao yang

yxrick111111@hotmail.com

the Fruit hunterS

robin Smith

kinoSmith inc.

robin@kinosmith.com

kinosmith.com

gainS + loSSeS

leslie Supnet

leslie.supnet@gmail.com

lesliesupnet.com

graceland

rebecca lundgren

imprint pictures

rebecca.lundgren@gmail.
com

imprintpictures.com

guang

Quek Shio chuan 

reservoir production 

quek@reservoirproduction.
com

reservoirproduction.com

a happy wiSh

hsinping dai

red alien Studio co. ltd.

jackyshi@hotmail.com

home entertainment

yeunhee chang

amuSe

amusefilm@gmail.com

amusefilm.com

hometown Boy

chang chu ti

3h Films productions

changchuti@yahoo.fr

i am what i ought to Be

ameesha Joshi

ameeshajoshi@gmail.com

it may Be that Beauty 
haS Strengthened our 
reSolVe: maSao adachi

annick lemonnier

epileptic film + music

annicklemonnier@free.fr

epilepticfilmbookmusic.com

Jake ShimaBukuro: liFe 
on Four StringS

davin agatep

center for asian american 
media 

dagatep@caamedia.org

caamedia.org

lack oF eVidence 
(manQue de preuVeS)

natalia trebik

le Fresnoy - Studio national 
des arts contemporains

ntrebik@lefresnoy.net

lefresnoy.net

little miSS Jihad

Stephanie law

lmJ productions

stephanie.y.law@gmail.com

the loSt yearS

Vivienne auyeung

vaboolous@yahoo.com 

lung neaw ViSitS hiS 
neighBourS

cristian manzutto

estudio de producción

info@estudiodeproduccion.
net

estudiodeproduccion.net

magical coincidence

keith lock

wondrous light inc.

klock@pathcom.com

keithlock.ca

making noiSe in Silence

mina t. Son

sonminat@yahoo.com

me llamo peng (my 
name iS peng)

Victoria molina de carranza

v.molinadecarranza@gmail.
com 

mellamopeng.blogspot.ca

the mirror neVer lieS

gita Fara 

Set Film production 

gita.fara@gmail.com

momiJi

eri asai

belltreeri@gmail.com

my grandpa

eui yong Zong

zongfilm@gmail.com

oBake (ghoStS)

christopher yogi

christopher.yogi@gmail.com

makotoyogimedia.com

people’S park

libbie d.cohn, J.p. 
Sniadecki

libbie.d@gmail.com

jpsniadecki@gmail.com

priSon dancer

ana Serrano

prison dancer web inc.

aserrano@cfccreates.com

prisondancer.com

real talk

patrick ng

patrickng122@gmail.com

reQuiem For romance

alexandre dostie

travelling

info@travellingdistribution.
com

travellingdistribution.com

Seeking aSian Female

debbie lum

info@seekingasianfemale.
com

seekingasianfemale.com

the Spirit oF 
nihonmachi

greg masuda

matsuda media ltd.

gregmasuda@gmail.com

StateleSS thingS

isabelle park

mirovision inc.

isabelle@mirovision.com

mirovision.com

tatSumi

emily alden

pnw pictures

emily.alden@pnwpictures.
com

tengri

alisi telengut

alsabcdefg@hotmail.com

that which once waS

kimi takesue

kimikat productions

kimitakesue@gmail.com

traceS oF Joy

Jeff tran

chalklinepictures@gmail.
com

tracesofjoy.com

and/or?

lauren avinoam

lauren.m.avinoam@gmail.
com

tranSiam

yeunhee chang

amuSe

amusefilm@gmail.com

amusefilm.com

Valley oF SaintS

Jeffrey winter

the Film collaborative

jeffrey@thefilmcollaborative.
org

thefilmcollaborative.org

the woodSman and the 
rain

mayumi nagumo 

kadokawa Shoten co., ltd

nagumo@kadokawa.co.jp

kadokawa-pictures.co.jp 

the wolF children

tzeling huang

nippon television network 
corporation

tzeling.stf@ntv.co.jp 

ntv.co.jp

Reel Asian is a proud member of the Independent Media Arts Alliance (imaa.ca) and is committed to paying industry-standard artist fees to artists, filmmakers & curators in all our initiatives.
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Timeless cuisine.
Modern artistry.
����

�典��

Savour Lai Wah Heen's exquisite interpretations of Chinese classics that are
inspired by tradition and refined with mastery ... and find out why the
New York Times calls it the best Chinese restaurant in North America.
For convenient OpenTable online reservations, visit laiwahheen.com

����北�最�����的���、�����颕��������各地

�色����。��在LAIWAHHEEN.COM��OPENTABLE����，�易���。
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We are excited to help share 
the stories and cultures of 
the communities we live in 
and serve.

BANKING THAT PUTS 
OUR CUSTOMERS 
FRONT ROW CENTRE

Proud sponsor of

Tweet with us
#NBReelAsian


